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INTRODUCTION 

The industrial development of Mexico !>eqan at the end of the last century, 
though on a modest scale and without any basis for directin~ the qrovth of 
industries towards specific objectives. Fran the 1940s onwards, the world 
ecollOllic situation and the deqree of political and economic maturity achieved by 
the country made possible sustainE:d development of national industry. However. 
ovinq to the influence of technoloqical, ccmaercial and employment factors, the 
industrial sector was most dynamic in the areas of intermediate and final con
S\Jller goods. 

It vas not until the 1960s that various capital qoods enterpri$~S clearly 
emerqed, althouqh aqain they were set up without any preconsidered strateqy, 
mainly for the purpose of achievinq some deqree of import substitution, makinq 
us~ of a promi.si~q market. 

Bacional Financiera, in its capacity as the pri~~ipal promoter of industrial 
development, decided in 1971 to qive a stronq boost to the capital qoods industry 
and, in co-operation with the United Nations Industrial Development Orqanization, 
launched a joint project entitled 9Development of the C:apital Goods Industries•. 

The project, which was started in the same year, ~~::i llOd~st in its objec
tives and scope and was consolidated in step with the- qrovth of the Mexican 
capital qoods i.ndustry, so that it !las been er mded unti! the present, in three 
phases with an averaqe duration of five years each, though Phase II took al.DK>st 
eiqht years to ccmplete. 

The Mexican capital qoods industry has now achieved a deqree of maturity 
that enables it to continue its qrovth and ~olidation, sir.ce Nacional Finan
ciera has staff experienced in the pr<m:>tion and manaqement of the industry and 
the third phase of the Joint HAFDJ/UNIDO Project is about to ~! completed. 

T"nis study, which sums up the activities carried out under the project from 
its coaaencement, is presented at the request of the Director-General of Nacional 
Financiera and attempts to evaluate its achievements and to point out some 
deficiencies which, althouqh it is not believed that they jeopardized the success 
of the project, could serve as examples of what should not be repeated in the 
future, especially if collaboration between NAFIB and UBIDO is continued. 

Finally, it ohould be mentioned that Phase I and II activities have deli
berately been described in qreater detail than those of Phase IIIJ the reason is 
that the results of the latter phase are well known, since some of them are still 
in hand. Furthermore, it can be seen that many activities have taken shape since 
Phase I and were continued in the subsequent phases, resul tinq in coherent 
development throuqhout the project, and that the only activities modified were 
those that for various reasons were considered invalid at some time. 
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SUMMARY 

In 1971, the Government of Mexico requested the United Rations Development 
Proqramae (UNDP) for assistance throuqh the United Rations Industrial Development 
Orqanization (UNIDO) in carryinq out jointly with Racional Financiera S.A. a 
proqruae for the development of the capital qoods industry in Mexico. 

The initial duration of the joint project was nine months, vhic4 was later 
extended to 13 months so as to make it possible to achieve the results that it 
was hoped to obtain from. the project. 

The capital qoods industry in Mexico was at that tilDe passinq throuqh a 
phase of intense development, thouqh it did not follow any pre-established qrovth 
strateqy and was directed towards import substitution, basically owinq to oppor
tunities to manufacture locally at lover cost equipment r~ired by industries 
producinq other types of qoods. It was therefore decided within NAFIN to take 
advantaqe of the support qiven to developinq countries by UNIDO for the creation 
of industries that would assist in-economic and social qrovth. 

Initially, the project was directed towards studies, with the aim of asc1 .. -
taininq accurately the capacity of Mexican indus-cry for the manufacture of 
capital qoods and identifyinq the principal con&umers of and customers for such 
qoods. For that purpose, surveys of both users and manufacturers were carried 
out both by correspondence and by direct visits and interviews. The studies were 
supplemented with information on p:ro1K>tion mechanisms and on fiscal, credit, 
import, export and other policies that could influence the development or limita
tion of manufacturinq industry in that sector. 

Given such a broad approach and in view of the very clear objectives of the 
counterpart, UHIDO was able to co-operate in this work. The scope of the project 
was expanded and its duration was first extended to 1977, in the second phase, 
and later until the end of 1981. In the second phase of the project, the results 
of the initial studies were consolidated and an overall strateqy was established 
for the development of the capital qoods industry, considering this sector in the 
context of the economy as a whole, as well as its impact on the dconomy and on 
strenqtheninq the country's technoloqical fabric. 

In 1977 and 1978, a first series of monoqraphs on various subsectors of the 
capital qoods industry wae published under the project; this laid the foundation 
for intense project promotion, culminatinq in concrete in7estments, as is shown 
in table 4 (paqe 25}. Takinq advantaqe of the economic boom which the country 
was experiencinq, direct investments, in which P.AFIH played an important part, 
reached a value of more than $US 1 billion, and more than 5 000 direct jobs were 
qenerated. All of these investments came about thanks to work carried out under 
~he capital qoods project, but other investors, especially in the private sector, 
also welcomed the results of the 'NAFIH/UHIDO proqramme and carried out various 
projects, especi~lly in the fields of hoiler-makinq and electrical equipment. 

In 1981, when the second phase of the project was concluded, 10 publications 
in the form of monoqraphs and qlobal strateqy documents had been issued, more 
than 50 projects had been studied, a dozen new enterpriset ~ad been set up and a 
nw:iber of support mechanisms for the Mexican ~apital goods industry as well as 
for the Federal Government had been established. 

Unfortunately, owinq to the economic crisis suffered by the country from 
that yecsr onwards, many of the invePtments were deferred and some were even 
cancelled, so that the objectives of the third phase of the project had to be 
reoriented in an attempt to consolidate its previous achievements and to seek new 
mechanisms for sup_port to H~FIH and the capital qoods industry. 

Thus, in this iast phase, the project activities have consisted in analysinq 
the present capital qoodl'J situatior. in Mexico and in other count::ies such as the 
Republic of Korea and Brazil, with the aim of identifyinq action for capitalizinq 
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on the experiance of industry, so as to propose mechanisms for its consolidati-:>n 
and in SOiie cases its reorientation or restructurinq. In this last phase, the 
project has published three other studies and is about to complete another series 
on subsectors of capital goods. 

To help in achieviDCJ the objectives that were established froa the ~utset, 
the joint NAFIH/UNIDO capital goods project has received contributions of more 
than $US 3.5 million froa the United Nations Development Proqrmime and more than 
250 million pesos froa Nacional Financiera. 

Most of the resources assiqned to the project in these 15 years were used 
for the recruitment of experts, UNIDO experts numbering more than 70. For its 
part, llAFIH organized direct participatior. in the project by .,re than 250 
professionals: they collaborated closely with the experts and were trained in 
various fields, both technical and economic, related to capital goods. 

'l'he achievements of the NAFIH/UNIDO proqr..-e can be classified in two 
groups, those of a strategic nature with a qualitative illpact, and projects with 
concrete effects on national industry. AmollCJ the achievementa of the first type, 
we can mention the contribution to arousiDCJ national awareness of the illpo~'!llce 
of capital qoods to the country ~ the assistance rendered in establishiDCJ a 
qlobal strategy for the development of the Mexican capital qoods industry. 

'l'he concrete results are sumaed up in 12 projects, which, as indicated 
above, resulted in a level of investment of over $US 1 billion, considerinq onlJ 
enterprises in which Nacional Financiera participates directly. 'l'he other 
investments derived froa the studies carried out under this project have not been 
quantified, but it is estimated that they maount to approximately $US 500 mil
lion. Furthermore, 10 sectoral monographs on the principal types of capital 
goods have been published under the project and four on qlobal strategy. Also, 
$.01Be 50 investment projects have been carried out within llAFIN: these require 
updatinq but are ready for promotion when there is a turnround in the Mexican 
economy. 

'l'he prospects are that future collaboration between NAFIN and UNIDO will 
revolve mainly around activities directed towards consolidating and restructuring 
capital qOods enterprises, so as to reinforce the achievements of this project. 
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PHASES OF 'l'RE PROJECT 

The Joint Project between Racional Financiera (RAFIR) and the United Nations 
Industrial Development Orqanization (URIDO) was launched in 1971 and was financed 
with funds froa the United Nations Development Proqra..e (UNDP). From the very 
beqinning it was considered that, if possible, that is tc say, if the necessary 
funds were available, the project shouLj last several years. That would permit 
the planning and implementation of Mexicar~ capital qoods industry development by 
means of projects specifically promoted in the liqht of the results that would be 
obtained throuqh the activities that were to be carried out. Therefore, froa the 
desiqn staqe, the project was planned to be carried out in three phases. 

Phase I 

The initial aqreement was to carry o~t Phase I of the project, consisting of 
basic economic studies, which were intended to identify the qrovth potential of 
the Mexican capital qoods industry. Phase I was also to include the planninq of 
activities that: would make it pussible to implement: such investJBent projects for 
specific capital qoods as woule be identified, fomulated and evaluated and found 
to be feasible in an initial phase. In a final phase, it was considered that, if 
the projects were implemented, the URIDO assistance required would focus on 
research and development as well as on marketinq techniques. 

As was indicated above;. Phase I of the project: cmmenced in November 1971 
and was scheduled to last nine months. However, in the course of t:~e project, it: 
was decided to extend this period to 13 months and thus conclude this phase of 
the work -in March 1973. The reasons were that initial probl~ were encountered 
by Ulr.J>O in obtaining suiti'lhle experts at short notice, that: there was not 
sufficient information and that the information that was available was not 
organized in such a way that conclusions \!ould be arrived at: in such a short 
period. 

The initial objectives of the project.were to identify the qrowth potential 
of the capital goods sector and to draw up a list of various types of equipment 
which it was feasible to prod~ce locally. 

In addition, an attempt was made to determine the impact of the country's 
prevailinq industrial policy and its direct effect on the development of the 
capital qoods industry. 

To achieve the results envisaqed, ;i number of activities were planned, 
consi!lttinq of economic studies to supplement some studies available within 
Hacional Financiera which served as a reference framework for new studies. 

The activities were orqanized on a DtUltidisciplinary basis in order to cover 
the necessary technico-economir. analyses, and the studiec; concentrated on an 
analysis of domestic mar~~t possibilities, while only marqinal consideration was 
given to the lonq-term possibility of exportinq some capital qoods. Only in the 
case of certain capital c;oods was the possibility suqqested of examininq the 
t?Xistence of a probable expor~ market, for the p-.irpose of ensurinq a level of 
,,roduction that would suffiCe to quarantee a suitable .,olume of mz.nufacturing 
C•utput and thus also to develop industrial plants criented towards the export of 
equipment. 

With regard to qovernment poU.cies and their impact on the development of 
the capi~al goods industry at that time, the purpose of the wor.k was to obtain 
information as a basis for formulating, in the subsequent phases o! the project, 
SO!ll8 suqgestions tor lllC'ditying these pol~cies so as to increase and accelerate 
the growth of the capital goods sector snd ensure its qreater participation in 
the cuuntry's ec~nomy. 
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The technoloqical aspects were analysed solely .on the basis of the informa
tion compiled durinq visits to industrial plants; this analysis served as a 
basis for proposinq some initial policies that would perm.it the technoloqical 
developaent of the Mexican capital qoods industry. This information also re
vealed the limitations of that sector at the time. 

Various difficulties encountered in the cour~e of the project prevented the 
completion of the planned activities in time, so that SOllle of them had to be 
postponed to later phases. In particular, it should be mentioned that. in the 
fields in which it was considered desirable to determine export possibilities, it 
was not possible to identify precisely to which countri~s equipment of Mexican 
origin could be supplied, so that this activity was among those postponed to a 
later phase, in the hope that more staff and the necessary information to permit 
evaluation of that possibility would be available. 

However, a tentative list was d~avn up of the capital qoods whose develop
ment would be interesting in Mexico and of those that co~ld be considered f eas
ible for export to other countries, in order to permit a preliminar/ discussion 
with industrialists and some potential foreiqn investors regarding their parti
cipation in industrial projects as investors and/or suppliers of technoloqy. 

The visits carried out to national industrial plants to determine their 
technical production capacity and growth potential were confined to a represen~a
tive number of plants, since the o~ly purpose was to obtain an overall initial 
picture of the prevailing situation in the sector; as a result, only indicative 
but not exhaustive information on the industry was necessary. 

To sum up, the project was carried out by means of simultaneous action along 
three different lines: 

1. Carrying out basic macro-economic studies of various capital goods and 
studies by branch; 

2. Establishing contacts with national and foreiqn producers of capital 
goods; and 

3. Making a preliminary evaluation of the degree 01: technoloqical develop
ment achieved by Mexican industry. 

GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

Study of the market for capital goods in the economic field is a rather 
complex activity and calls for the consideration of a large number of products on 
the one hand and of relevant demand projections for them in all sectors of the 
economy and production on the other hand. For that purpose, it is necessary to 
have a very complete statistical base that will make pos~ible proper analysis in 
that context. This aspect was ~~e of the serious limitations in carrying out the 
Phase I studies since at that time there was neither a standardized classifica
tion nor a sufficiently detailed breakdown of thP groups of capital goods used in 
Mexico, with the result that the information was incomplete in most cases. 

In the industrial development of the country, a very wide degree of diversi
fication had been achieved in various ent:erprises, some of which already had 
modem machinery and an adequate level of technoloqical development, as well as 
sophisticated management and appropriate marketing procedures. However, on the 
other hand, very little statistical material was available, both for the indus
trial sector and for other sectors that could help in verifying the results that 
the project proposed t~ achieve as its initial objectives. Con3equently, the in
formation compiled b-y the working group p't"oved to be partial -!nd insufficient i.n 
many cases1 in addition, it was sometimes toe vaque and in other cases covered 
various group~ or branches of the capital goods sector, and ~ny possibility of 
making a breakdown was ruled out. 
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Accordinqly, analysis of the prevalent structure on the production side and 
future related trends in the manufacturinq sector and amonq the principal consu
mers of capital goods constitutea one of the most difficult aspects to be dealt 
with by the project. 

The above-mentioned limitations did not prevent the carrying out of surveys, 
and the followinq action was taken on the basis of the material available: 

1 • Analysing the major production sectors that could consume the largest 
possible number of capital goods; 

2. Preparinq demand and qrovth projections for those sectors; and 

3. Evaluatinq trends in the import of capital goods for the sector 
selected. 

The selection c.f production sectors to be evaluated was based on various 
criteria, includinq their annual qrowth rate, share of GDP, the extent of invest
ment (especially in tenas of capital goods), the priority qranted by the Govern
ment, invest:JDents of capital and the availability of statistics. Jointly with 
the Nacional Financiera working qroup, the followinq 14 industrial branches were 
selected for evaluation: 

(a) Iron and steel industry; 

~) Non-ferrous metals industry; 

Cc) Mininq industry; 

Cd) Construction industry; 

(e) Cement industry; 

Cfl Pulp and paper industry; 

(g) Sugar industry; 

Ch> Chemical industry; 

Ci) Food industry; 

Cj) Textile industry; 

Ck) Electricity generating industry; 

(1) Electrical engineering and electronics industry; 

(m) Aqro-industry; 

(n) Machine-tools. 

The branches selected represented approximately 34 per cent of the total 
1970 GDP Cat 1960 prices) and five of them, the chemical industry, agro-industry, 
the food, construction and the textile industries, accounted for 28 per cent of 
total GDP, or almost 80 per cent of the total value added generated by the 
branches selected. Of these five branches, the chemical, textile and construc
tion industries had the larqest shares of the GDP and annual growth rates higher 
than the historic averaqe. Only the food industry was sliqhtly below the averaqe 
as far as its annual qrowth rate was concerned. Toqether, the 14 branches 
selected had an annual 9rowth of 7.6 per cent, thus exceedinq the qrowth rate of 
GDP, which was 7.1 per cent per annum. 

DEFINITION OF CAPITAL GOODS ACCORDING TO THEIR UTILIZATION BY THE MAIN CONSUMER 
INDUSTRIES 

Solely for the purposes of the project and with the aim of providinq a 
refere:ice !ramework, ~apital qoods were 1efined as the mechanical, electrical and 
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non-electrical equipment and their principal components used as production equip
ment in the 14 branches sele~cd. C;..pital qoods used in branches other than 
those selected, for instance, transport equipgent, products not used directly for 
production, such as office machinery and auxiliary equipment, pipes, cables, 
couplinqs and connections, were not included in the first phase. The :c.~ason was, 
as indicated above, that detailed information did not exist at that time and it 
vas not considered necessary to take all of these components into account, since 
that would further complicate the work on the statistical analysis of each 
individual sector. 

The principal sources of information used were the statis~ical yearbooks on 
the foreiqn trade of the United States of Mexico, published by the Directorate 
General for Statistics of the Ministry for Industry and Co111Derce, which provided 
the most recent data on imports of capital equipment, accordinq to the BTN 
system. 

Unfortunately, the use of this system entailed an additional complication, 
since certain data such as the statistics of the United States of America and 
those published in Mexico wer£ incompatible for purposes of comparison, sc that 
the Mexican statistics had be converted to the SITC classification, which did not 
always correspond to the definition of the c&pital qoods tbat was qiven; this 
qreatly complicated the work. 

Another important source of information was found in the studies on the 
possibilities for the manufacture of machinery and heavy equipment and the 
situation of heavy industry in Mexico and the market for heavy equipment in 
Mexico, both well-known sources, as well as the NAFIN/WALTER study, which to
qether covered seven branches: 

- Iron and steel industry; 

- Non-ferrous metals industry; 

- Mininq industry; 

- Construction industry; 

- Cement industry; 

- Wood and paper industry; 

- Suqar industry. 

However, these studies concentrated only on demand for heavy mechan.;,cal 
equipment, so that it was necessary to make adjustments in order to be able to 
evaluate the total demand for capital qoods in terms of the definition adopted. 

Other statistics and studies available from various sources were used in the 
project and it was sometimes possible to make 10-year projections for certain 
sectors. On the basis of all the information available, requirements for capital 
qoods in the period 1976-1980 were estimated, although in some cases indirectly, 
by matheuiatical methods. In most of the branches selected, the following evalu
ation methodoloqy w~s applied: 

Each of the branches was evaluated in teI111s of annual growth of 9ross output 
(in physical units and/or value) or by using its contribution to the GDP (value 
added at 1960 prices); "apparent demand" was also considered, that is to say, 
production plus imports less exports, as well as other factors. The data avail
able in most cases referred to the ten previous years. In order to determine the 
most important aspects affecting future trends in each sector, it was necessary 
to make an analysis of their impact within the economy in order to supplement the 
data obtained. 
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The growth trend for the sector was calculated for two periods: one up to 
1975 and the other, as indicated above, from 1976 to 1980. 

An estimate was made for the latter period, considering the most important 
factors of demand, such as: 

Increase in qross production: 

Increase in production capacity: 

Investment required to achieve the increase in production capacity of 
the branch: 

Capital goods requirements, including replacements for obsolete or 
depreciated machinery. 

An attempt was also r4de to break down all capital goods by value in each 
branch into groups of equipment, using a uniform classification for all branches 
and separating the equipment that was used mostly in one_ or a number of brancb~s 
from that required in other sectors. 

The work carried out during Phase I of the project led to the following 
conclusions, and the followinq aspects of the Mexican capital goods industry were 
identified: 

(a) TECIDJICAL LEVEL: As the qrowth of the capital goods industry had been 
very rapid in recent years and as siqnificant proqress had been 
achieved, especially in the previous decade (1960-1970), the conclusion 
reached in work on the project was that the national industry wa.s 
technically capable of producinq practically any type of capital good 
required by the Mexican economy. However, this technical capacity was 
still available only for special installations and equipment, since the 
following manufacturing activities and plants related to capital goods 
already existed at that time: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

.. -. 

Iron and steel castings; 

Machininq workshops for producing intermediat~ and small capital 
goods; 

Complete installations for :nanufacture and welding capable of 
producing medium-sized or larger capital goods; 

Installations for tae production of boilers, condensers aid 
packaged power plants for the generation of electric enerqy with 
steam; 

Complete iron and steelworks for the production of all types of 
flat and non-flat products. 

The work carried out under the project also revealed in general a 
prnduction capacity at the worker level that was much greater than in 
any other developing country. In particular, it was established that 
in operations such as welding of steel products, operators were in many 
cases of better quality in terms of the nwnber of man-hours required 
for carrying out work than in the United States of America. The 
quality of the work done in boiler-making shops showed that further 
inspection, with the use of X-rays, f'.or example, was unnecessary and 
that high repair costs caused by defective work were not incurred. 

In precision operations that require a high degree of training of 
operators, the amount of rejects of machined articles with tolerances 
of :t0.005" was in one case 20 por cent less than that achieved by a 
United States factory. 
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In another pl ".D.t, this t~ of operation was carried out at 16 per cent 
less cost than in the united States parent company. 

(b) SUGGESTIONS FOR INCREASING EFFICIENCY: In qeneral, one Of the charac
teristics observed in Ph3se I of the project was that production costs 
for capital qoods ~ere extremely hiqh, while the deqree of utilization 
of machinery was extremely low. These factGrs obviously prevent rapid 
and sustained development of the capital qoods industry. 

Therefore, one of the principal problems detected was that existinq 
industrial plants were workinq at a low level of efficiency, which 
stronqly limited future expansion of their installations and thus also 
any thouqht of selectinq new incluatrial plants for establishment in 
MeXico. Furthermore, one of the essential requisites for ensuring that 
the capital qoods industry could be considered suitable for competition 
in external markets was operation at hiqh levels of efficiency; this 
was revealed as a serious defect in the first study. 

At plant level, a number of o:rqanizational measures were detected that 
are necessary to achieve that hiqh deqree of efficiency. 

(c) QUALITY CONTBOL: Althouqh an appropriate o:rqanizational set-up for 
carryinq out quality control tasks was discovered in some enterprise~, 
this function either did not exist in the vast majority of enterprises 
or, if it did, the necessary importance was not attached to it. 

To manufacture capital goods suitable for the needs of the country, it 
was shown to be vitally important to develop a proqramme for manufac
turinq products of hiqh quality and reliability. This need should be 
considered from the very phase of planninq in the case of newly estab
lished enterprises. 

Establishinq a quality control proqramme implies fonnulatinq specifi
cations reqardinq the product, the manufacturing process and orqaniza
tional aspects, which should be considered right from the start. One 
of the minilllUlll requirements is to prepare purchasinq specifications, to 
establish manufacturing standards and specifications and to have 
testinq specifications and methods that are appropriate for the pro
duct. 

{d) PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE: In various industrial plants, it was dis
covered that equipment was neither repaired nor properly protected and 
also that some of the spare parts used were not those required: in 
some cases, maintenance did not even include proper lubrication of the 
~nachinery. These defects and omissions cause extremely high costs as 
the result of stoppages and the need to carry out continuous major 
repairs. It was established that the introduction of preventive 
maintenance programmes was of the highest importance in a programme for 
the development of the capital qoods industry, especially for the 
'!Xtremely expensive and complex equipment of the type usually needed 
for the manufacture of industrial machinery and equipment. In relation 
with this aspect, the need was also identified that fut~re users of 
capital goods produced in Mexico should have at their disposal detailed 
documentation and manuals, to enable them to set up their own pre
ventive maintenance programmes for equipment and machinery purchased 
from national manufacturers. 

Therefore, the preparation of maintenance manuals and other support 
documents and a sales service for the equipment to be produced in 
Mexico was recommended as a matter of priority in the capital goods 
sector. 
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(e) TESTS ON THE AVAILABILITY OF MACHINERY: Tests to determine the dP.qree 
of availability that can be expected from any machine should normally 
be carried out by industrial engineers. 

'ftle output of the equipnent in a plant should be documented and com
pared in terms of operating ti.Jnes and capacities with the specifica
tions for each equipnent itea. Such results are used in the manufac
turing process by production engineers and heads of department for the 
proper selectiGD of production equipnent and specific processes for 
P!allufacturing the various types of capital goods. 

{f) COST REDUCTION PROGRAMMES: 'ftlese proqrammes are ::>f the greatest 
importance for achieving rational production, for redut.:!.ng costs in the 
various steps of the production process and in the use of raw ma
terials: these factors have a strong influence on the final cost of 
the product. 

(CJ) MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: 'ftlese systems are of the qreatest value for 
i.mprovinq specific JC.anufacturing operations and practices in a factory. 
'ftle staff workinq directly on each machine can qenerally make sugges
tions for reducing costs, so that it was recoanended that manaqement 
systems be established ' .~th the participation of 'Che entire staff 
involved in the manufacturing process. 

(h) SAFETY PROGRAMMES: Proper safety proqramnes should be established with 
the aim of avoiding accidents and danqerous practices in the production 
of the equipment and machinery of every enterprise. 

(i) SYSTEM OF STANDARDS: The prevalent practice in 1971 with reqard to the 
use of industrial standards represented a serious problem for the 
country. While Mexican industry has historically developed in close 
contact with industries in the United States of America, the official 
Mexican measurement system is the metric system, so that plants have 
been continuously confronted by a conflict between official standards 
and normal manufacturing practice. 

Owinq to this si tuatiol', various observations were fcrmulated durinq 
Pnase I of the study. Some equipment, manufactured accordinq to 
certain standards, has had to be fitted in units that are constructed 
to another type of standard, wt-ich has caused problems reqardinq 
installation, space and coupling one machine to another. The followin9 
cases are examples ~¥ qreat importance: 

Thouqh the standards for screws and fasteners are metric, they 
were not respected in Mexico, since all such equipment was manu
factured to North American stand3rds: that has normally caused 
confusion and installation problems between units from European 
countries, for example, and those from the United States. 

In some cases, the electrical enqineering industry already applied 
metric standards, but there was no deg£ee of uniformity throughout 
the sector. 

Iron and steel products manufactured in Mexico were produced 
according to the North American standardization system, so that 
they did not cou1ply in any way with the official national stan
dards. 

This complex of problem was mentioned at various meetings held with the 
Director-General for Standards of the Ministry of Industry and com
merce: however, there was no indication of any plan to correct this 
conflict situation within industry. 
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Althou~b it was suCJCjested that seminars and educational proqramnes be 
organized in an attempt to chanqe production practices and make a 
beqinninq with manufacturinq accordinq to the official metric system, 
no siqnificant proqress was made durinq this phase of the project. 

Finally, with reqard to standards and controls, it was found that the 
Ministry of Industry and Connerce already had some systems for awardinq 
quarantee seals for some products, but it was not a widespread practice 
to certify the quality of products, especially if it was planned to 
introduce them on export markets. 
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Table 1 

SUMMARY OF HEEDS FOR CAPITAL GOCDS Ill THE PERIOO 

Branch 

Iron and steel 

Ron-ferrous metals 

Mining 

Construction 

Cement 

Pulp and paper 

Sugar 

Chemical industry 

Food industry 

Textiles 

Electricity generation 

Electrical en9ineerin9 and 
electronics 

Agriculture 

Machine-tools 

Totals 

Total for other activities 

Total fetr the economy 

1976 - 1980 

(Million pesos) 

Value of 
demand 

4 630 

3 380 

4 500 

9 400 

2 340 

4 630 

3 390 

18 000 

7 420 

11 200 

15 000 

2 530 

15 840 

100 

102 360 

67 640 

170 000 

Iaports 
Value Percentage 

3 037 65.6 

2 328 68.9 

2 415 53.7 

2 720 28.9 

932 39.8 

3 343 72.2 

450 13.3 

4 030 22.4 

3 476 46.8 

10 667 95.3 

9 662 64.4 

1 824 72.1 

3 912 24.7 

90 90.0 

48 886 47.8 

34 093 42.6 

82 979 45.5 
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Table 2 

IMPORTS OF CAPITAL GOODS ENVISAGED FOR THE PERIOD 

1976 - 1986 

(Million pesos) 

717.1 TP.-Xtile -chine:ry 8 087.4 

722.1 Electric paver -chine:ry 5 717.8 

719.2 Pullps and centrifuqes 5 346.4 

724.9 Tel~cations equipment 5 103.5 

711.5 Internal combustion enqines, 
other than for aircraft 4 811.6 

·11s.1 Machine-tools for vorkinq metals 4 582.3 

719.8 Machinery and mechanical 
appliances 4 327.9 

719.1 Beatinq and coolinq equipment 4 068.9 
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SONllUlY OF DEMMID PROSPECTS FOR CAPITAL GOODS 

In Phase I of the project an estimate vas .acle of capital qoods requirements 
for the peri~ 1976-1980 in each of the branches selected and indicated above. 
'ftle total value of these requirements vas of the order of 47 518 ai.llion 1960 
pesos: this figure represents principally heavy and specialized equipment for 
the above-mentioned sectors. However,, not all of the needs of each sector were 
covered but only a specific level of production. The total estimates of capital 
CjOOcls required for the selected branches,, after some adjustJBents,, were quantified 
as bei.nq of the order of 102.36 billion pesos (1960). Considerinq that the 
branches selected represented approxiaately 60 per cent of the total demand for 
capital qoods,, it vas concluded that the capital qoods required for other 
eco-ic activities should be evaluated at approxiaately 67. 64 billion pesos 
(1960) • Accordinqly,, the total demand for capital qoods by the entire Mexican 
econoay for the period 1976-1980 vas estimated to be of the order of 170 billion 
pesos. The possible imports of capital qooc1s for the entire econcm.y were also 
calculated in the course of this work and it vas found that they would reach the 
47 per cent level. 

Table 1 ~izes the de9and prospects for capital qooc1s in the fourteen 
branches sel~-ted and the percentaqe of illports in the liqht of the situation and 
ecommic prospects at that ti.lie. 

To indicate what capital qoods would be imported in the period 1976-1980,, 
projections were .ade, with the results shown in table 2. 

The above-mentioned qroups represent a total of 42 045.8 million pesos,, that 
is to say,, B10re than 50 per cent of the total imports of capital goods envisaged 
in the period in question. 

Froa the results obtained during the period November 1971 to March 1973 it 
was concluded that investigations on capital qoods should be continued,, and it 
was decided to work on what was called Phase IB,, as a continuatior. of the pro
ject,, which was expected to last until September 1973. 

Durinq that period,, the followinq work was carried out: 

Continuinq the formulation of the detailed projections of domestic 
demand for, and expected imports of, the main capital qoods, which had 
already been started durinq Phase IA; 

Carryinq out additional technico-economic studies, especially for some 
subsectors of capital goods, such as electrical equipment, which had 
not been covered in depth in the previous work; 

Detailed determination of domestic production capacity for vario\tS 
types or groups of capital goods, includinq proposals for expansion, 
ascertaininq what e:.o:pansion was in hand or bein;J considered by the 
various manufacturers in Mexico; 

Detail~ identifi~ation of existing technoloqical and production defi
ciencies in industry, in the conte~t of the points dealt with above and 
grouping products for consideration in possible industrial projects; 
and, finally 

Formulation of a specific policy proposal and other measures for promo~ 
ting the development of plants manufacturing capital goods identified 
within the qroups and subsectors analysed. 

In addition, investment profiles were prepared for the principal groups or 
types of equipment, where there was ample potential for their manufacture in 
Mexico, for the purposes of the promotion work to be carried out among national 
industrialists and possible foreiqn investors. 
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In the ccntext of the 111ethodolOCJY used for the 1110rk carried out in this 
first staqe of the project it was concluded that the projections of de9illld and 
imports aade for the period 1976-1980 were adequate, since if some plants manu
facturillCJ capital qoods were established, they would take twr to three years to 
reach an acceptable level of production. Accordinqly, it was not necessary to 
consider demand before the yeu 1976, as it was not feasible to establish new 
plants or expand existinq ones that could satisfy needs before that date. It was 
also considered that if projections were aade beyond 1980 they 1110uld probably not 
be realistic and it would be necessary to wait in order to ascertain the per
for:aance of industry on new bases before lonqer-t:era projections could be made. 

In this phase, more detailed and intensive surveys were also made throuqh 
visits to various manufacturers of capital qoods, both by the URIOO experts and 
by the counterpart personnel. Likewise, several meetinqs were held with the 
representativas of the Ministry of Indus'cry and Coamerce and other qovernment 
aqencies as well as with Chambers of Cmmerce and similar associations in order 
to obtain supplementary info:mation and refine the data obtained durinq Phase IA. 

As a result of the visits and meetinqs indicated, a new qroup classification 
of the various types of capital qoods vas worked out and is shown in table 3. 
'!'his list, which is more detailed than those worked out initially, enabled us to 
identify better the production and technoloqical needs that were to be met so 
that the capital Cjdods industry could develop and satisfy the country's needs to 
the maxi.mm extent possible up to 1980. 

An attempt was also made in this phase, for the first ti.Ille, to qroup in 
investment projects various types of capital qoods whose manufacture was detected 
as beinq possible, both for new enterprises and for the expansion proqrannes of 
existi11CJ plants in Mexico. ilovever, this classification still had to be con
sidered as prelilli.nary, and much more detailed verification was required by 111eans 
of fo:mal pre-investment studies, _which should be carried out durinq the subse
quent phase of the project, as a basis for decisions on viable investments. 
Since the project had only limited resources, it was considered that these pre
investllent studies could be carried out directly by the qroups of entrepreneurs 
involved, !>oth local and foreiqn. However, SOiie studies were prepared directly 
by the UNIDO and Racional Financiera team, with the aim that RAFIN itself would 
make the required investment. 

It is important to stress that, from this first phase of the project, the 
workinq qroup envisaqed that, althouqh considerable export possibilities for 
capital qoods manufactured in Mexico did exist, this industry would ha,1e to 
c011111ence its development on the basis of the domestic market, since local demand 
represented adequate support for an industry and export would only be a supple
mentary factor in its consolidation. 
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Table 3 

CLASSIFICATION OF CAPITAL GOODS 

1. NON-ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT usm IN VARIOUS PRODUCTION SECTORS 

1.1 Non-electric power-qeneratinq equipnent 

1.2 Machine-tools 

1.3 other metal-workinq machinery 

1.4 Machinery for packinq, packaqinq and paintinq 

1.5 Beatinq and refriqeration equipment 

1.6 Pumps, centrifuqes and compressors 

1.7 Materials handlinq, transfer and loadinq equipnent 

1.8 other machines 

1.9 Parts and accessories 

2. HON-ELECTRICAL P.QUIPMEMT usm IN SPECIFIC PRODUCTION SECTORS 

2.1 Equipment for the production of iron, steel and non-ferrous metals 

2.2 Mininq, construction and cement industry equipment 

2.3 Pulp and paper industry equipment 

2.4 Food and suqar processinq equipment 

2.5 Equipment for the chemical, petrochemical and fertilizer industries 

2.6 Equipment for the textile industry 

2.7 Aqricultural machinery 

2.8 Parts and accessories 

3. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

3.1 Machinery for the qeneration of electric energy 

3.2 Transformers, switches and motors 

3.3 Hiqh-voltaqe insulators, bushings, etc. 

3.4 Telecomnunication equipment 

3.5 Control and measurement equipment 

3.6 Eler.trical tools 

3.7 Electric furnaces, electrical cutting and welding equipment 

3.8 Other equipment 

4. NON-SPECIFIC CAPITAL GOODS 
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The conclusions and "?"e<:oamendations arrived at in phases IA ~d IB were as 
follows: 

Ca) FrOll 1940, Mexican industry had displayed a sustained qrovth rate of 
more than 6. 5 per cent and per capita qrovth of over 3. 7 per cent. 
However, in this period the capital qoods industry had only a very low 
share, of the order of 1. 7 per cent of the GDP in 1967, in which 
context it is recalled that the GDP (at 1960 prices) rose from 87 
billion pesos in 1950 to 150 billion pesos in 1960 and was more than 
305 billion pesos in 1970. 

(b) An appreciable deqree of ind\:strial growth of all types was e =hieved, 
althouqh it was always accompanied by a continuous deficit in the 
balance of payments, amountinq to $US 714 million in 1971 and $US 853 
million in 1972. This deficit was l.arqely caused by qrowinq imports of 
capital qoods, canponents and inteniediate products. 

The ind\istrial developaent adlieved in this period was due to the 
stronq impetus given bJ the NaXican Government and in particular to the 
fact chat there was notable growth in private sector investments. The 
larqest public sector investments were made for electricity qeneration, 
risinq to 30 billion pesos out of a total investment of 87 billion 
pesos in 1971. 

(c) Foreiqn investments, for their part, were siqnificant and reached an 
averaqe of 2 billion pesos per annum during the period 1966-1971. 
However, remittances abroad in respect of profits and payments for 
technical services and royalties reached a value of $US 80 million in 
1968 (1 billion pesos) and a similar fiqure in 1969. 

(d) The overall share of industrial production grew to more than 33 per 
cent in 1970, the value of metal products being over 14.9 billion pesos 
in that year out of a total GDP of 305.8 billion pesos. Nevertheless, 
in qeneral terms, Mexican manufacturing production concentrated on 
durable consumer goods throughout this period, with a slight increase 
in the manufacture of intermediate products and some rather unsophis
ticated capital qoods, a trend which had been emerqinq since the 1960s. 

(e) From the 1960s onwards imports displayed a continuously diminishing 
trend in the consumer goods sector and to a smaller extent, al thouqh 
also in a sustaineo manner, as far as intennediate products were 
concerned. The capital goods sector, on the other hand, showed an 
inverse trend, imports rising substantially, including imports of parts 
and components. Exports of manufactures and semi-finished products, 
intermediate products and conSUJDer qoods, for their part, gradually 
increased, while capital 9oods accounted for an insignificant share. 

(f) Another important discovery resultinq from the work carri~·-1 out in . his 
first phase of the joint project was that more than 80 enterprises for 
the manufacture of capital goods were firmly established in Mexico in 
1970. These enterprises were concentrated in the metropolitan area of 
Mexico City, Guadalajara and Monterrey; there were als~ some produc
tion units in Queretaro, Veracruz and Puebla. All of these enterprises 
were then already producing a varied ranqe of industrial equipment, 
sometimes with a certain deqree of technoloqical sophistication; but 
to a very preponderant extent production was focused on simple capital 
goods, generally with a hiqh imported component, that is to say, a lo~ 
national content. As was mentioned before, production was oriented 
principally towards satisfying a domestic market, but there was serious 
market distortion caused by the penetration of second-hand, i.e. used, 
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production equipment froa the united States of America, which ai.qht 
have been cheaper but was technoloqically obsolete and in most cases 
had a short useful life. 

(CJ) Sinet: the very beqinninCJ of the project, it was found that some enter
prises had a low deqree of capacity utilization ant:: some of their 
manufacturinq costs were considerably hiqher than those prevailinq on 
the international market, especially in the case of branches or subsi
diaries of t:.--ansnational corporations. It was found that Mexican 
cmpanies operatinq under licence or on the basis of foreiqn technoloqy 
were subject to contractual restrictions with reqard to their ability 
to export, ovinq t.o the licensinq conditions qranted. 

(h) The majority of enterprises either had no desiqn capacity at all, or 
had a serious lack of such capacity, which prevented them from supply
inq certain equipment, since they had to obtain licences and desiqns 
from foreiqn suppliers, which proved to be inappropriate or very expen
sive. 

(i) 'ftle final conclusion was that the qrovth of the capital CJOC>uS industry 
achieved up to that time had occurred spontaneously and with little co
ordination and that there was no precise policy to orient its develop
ment and .'.>bjectives. Most of the capital qoods enterprises had been 
established in response to the need for import substitution and ovinq 
to the protection qiven in some sectors to national manufacturers as 
compared with foreiqn suppliers. 

The reconaendations resultinq from the conclusions of this first phase of 
the project were as follows: 

(a) For the purpose of its proper development it was necessary to channel 
substantial resources to the MeXican capital qoods sector and to 
endeavour to ensure t.~at dOIDestic production would achieve competitive 
efficiency. It was also necessary to take the first steps for the 
qradual orientation of this industry not only towards the satisfaction 
of dOJnestic markets but also to qradual supplementation of that acti
vity throuqh exports. That implied ensurinq that the products of this 
industrial branch should reach a level of quality and technoloqy that 
would adequately satisfy the needs of the country and those of the 
external market. 

(b) In order to carry out appropriate promotion of this industry, it would 
be necessary to prepare investment profiles and establish c~ntacts with 
foreiqn manufacturers and local industrialists, dS well as with inves
tors, in order to interest them in establishinq new plants in Mexico. 
In the case of most of the equipment identified, it would be necessary 
to make pre-investment studies in order to establish their potential 
for promotion purposes. 

Cc) It was necessary to find mechanisms that would ensure proper utili~a
tion of the capacity existinq in Mexico, especially when it would be 
possible to produce new equipment by expandinq plants that had already 
been installed. Pre-investment proposals should be so prepared as to 
cover all of the aspects required, both technical and economic, and 
indicate possi.ble export markets. 

Cd) It was considered very important to adapt foreiqn investment policies 
to the needs of the capital qoods industry, since that industry re
quires heavy investment1 in the case of a sophistkated and complex 
technoloqy it was suqqested that relevant policies should be made 
flexible and liberalized so as to provide an inducement for foreiqn 
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investors. Althouqh minority participation (between 30 and 49 per .r:ent 
of capital) was appropriate. it was proposed that in S°"1e cases hiqher 
participation would be penrl. tted as an exception so as to encouraqe 
potentially interested investors when it would !:>e difficult to obtain 
technology and knov-hov under prevailinq leqal condition~. In such 
cases it was reC01&1Dended that provision should be made to ensure that 
majority participation would be converted into lllinority participation 
after a certain period. especially in the event of future expansion of 
an enterprise. 

(e) ReCfJlllllendations were also made on joint investments. technology aqree
ments, the duration of aqreements, the elimination of restrictive 
clauses reqardinq exports. patents and trade marks, appropriate se
lection of partners and technology, developnent of research capacity 
and technoloqical services in Mexico and promotL-iq the encouraqement of 
local cnqineerinq enterprises to support qrovinq industry. 

The principal policy instruments used by the Government to support indus
trial development were also considered in this first phase and their efficiency 
and possible improvements were analysed in detail. The prevailinq credit and 
financinq policies of the country were analysed, as well .:!S the siqnificance and 
impact of the nev funds created in that period to support industrial development. 
Both of these funds were crt~ated by Nacional Financiera, and it was cor.sidered 
that they could have a siqnificant influence on the development of the capital 
qoods industry. Both FOMIN and FONEI should define clearly their fields of 
action with reqard to channelling investments for new capital qoods plants. 

Finally, various analytical studies were also made on fiscal incentive 
policies and some credit systems as well as some specific instruments such as the 
CEDIS, with reqard to exports. 

Thus, the first phase of the joint project covered in a practical form the 
objectives that had been outlined and laid the basis for the work on the subse
quent phase of the project. 

Phase II 

This phase was launched in April 1973 and was planned to last four years 
until March 1977. Later it was extended to 1982, as will be explained below. 

The work on this phase of the project was defined in the light cf the 
results obtained durinq Phase I and as a continuation and supplementation of that 
phase. 

Since the principal government sectors and 1~ qeneral other sectors of the 
country had identified the need for sustained growth of the industrial sector, 
the expansion of the capital qoods sector was considered to be a priority aim. 
For this growth, it was necessary to expand the existinq infrastructure and 
develop other support areas that would make possible rational expansion of the 
manufacturinq sector. 'l'he capital goods project was therefore orier.ted towards 
the following objectivP.s, which, as was indicated, were consistent with the 
results obtained in the previous phase of the project. 

The significant results achieved in the previous phase made it possible to 
orient the growth of the capital qoods industry, in the context of the central 
objective of formulating and evaluatinq technico-economic investment projects, 
towards branch··s for the construction of industrial machinery to serve as a basis 
for futu~e promotion activities and decisions on investments in thid branch. 

In the period September 1973 to March 1974, preparations were made for the 
continuation of the study, and the following targets were fixed: 
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(a) To prepare pre-inve~bnent ~tudies for specific qroups of products on 
the basis of the subsect'..:'rs of capital goods selected; 

(b) To proa:>te investments for the machinery branches selected, both for 
new pr~jects and for the expansion of existing enterprises in Mexico; 

(c) To define patterns of investment anu technological participation with 
reference to specific projects ... n terms of investments of foreign 
capital, costs of technology, contractual arrangements, etc: 

Cd) To participate in p-reliminary and final negotiations regarding specific 
projects proposed, with the aim of preparing technico-economic evalu
ations in each case: 

(e) To update the projections of demand for ar.d imports of capital goods 
for the period 1976-1980 and to estimate projections for the period 
1981-1985 at 1q74 prices; 

(f) To define new policies for supporting the production of machinery in 
general and for specific projects in particular. 

In this phase of the project, a global strateqy for the development of the 
capi1:al qoods industry was defined for the first time. It considered total 
demand and relevant projections, based on surveys of the main user sectors, the 
size of the market, its dynamism and the influence exerted on it by the public 
sector. Another important aspect of the strateqy was to dete:rmi.ne existing 
supply, its expected and required qrowth, considering t:echnoi~icaJ., economic and 
comiercial aspects and horizontal integration requirements. The strateqy also 
included an evaluation of the situation on the international market for capital 
qoods by analysing its future development accordinq to various parameters and by 
analysinq information on several very influential countries which affected the 
Mexican capita~qoods sector and would continue to do so in the future. 

The result: of the study of various branches under the project was that pre
invest:ment studies could be prepared so as to promote and negotiate projects in 
the following areas: 

1. Electrical equipment and machinery 

(a) High-voltage transfonners; 

(b) High-voltage switches; 

Cc) Larqe-sized electric motors and generators (DC and AC); 

(d) High-voltage porcelain insulators; 

(e) Water turbines; 

Cf) High-pressure boilers for power plants. 

2. Ordinary mechanical equipment 

(a) Machine-tools; 

(b) Diesel engines; 

Cc) Steam turbines; 

(d) Pumps and compressors; 

Ce) Medium and heavy castings (3-lSt in weiqht); 

(f) Gears and spe~d-reducers. 
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3. Mechanical equipment for specific industries: 

(a) Textile ma.chineryi 

\b) Machinery and equipment for the iron and steel industryi 

(c) Equipment for the chemical and petrochemical industriesi 

(d) Equipment for the food industry; 

(e) Heavy mechanical equipment for the cement, pulp and paper,, suqar 
and other industries. 

Pre-investment studies were carried out by the UNIDO experts in 14 specific 
subsectors of the equipment selected, and one additional study was carried out by 
a sub-contractor. A number of specific studies were also made on the iron and 
steel industry, which were complet~ at the end of the first stage of Phase II. 

When the studies had been completed, a number of investment promotion 
activities were carried out, which led to direct negotiations with potential 
foreiCJll investors who were contacted directly in Mexico and also in specific 
rissions carried out by project and Nacional Financiera personnel abroad. 

SClllle of these promotion activities did not bear fruit, since neqotiations 
for this type of project are SC1111etimes extremely long and depend not only on 
technico-economic decisions but also on political considerations,, which were 
outside the sphere of competence of the project personnel. 

The methodoloqy followed to carry out the project activities during this 
second phase can be divided into the following stages: 

(a) The preparation of pre-investment studies for specific types of ma-
chinery; 

(b) Investment promotion ac~ivities for the projects selected; 

(c) Negotiations regarding specific projects; 

(d} Technico-economic evaluation of specific projects and related pro
posals; 

(e} Updating of demand and import projections for the period 1976-1980 and 
preparation of estimates for the five-year period 1981-1985; 

Cf} Consideration of general policy aspects related to the manufacture of 
capital goods in Mexico. 

As was indicated earlier, the Phase II activities effectively began in the 
first quarter of 1974 and 14 pre-investment studies were made over a period of 
two years jointly by the UNIDO experts and the Nacional Financiera counterpart 
for the following specific branches: 

Ca) High-pressure boilers for power stations; 

Cb} Transformers; 

Cc} Switches; 

Cd) Electric motors and generators: 

Ce) Porcelain insulators; 

Cf) Machine-tools; 

Cg) Pumps and compressors; 

Ch) Diesel engines; 

Ci) Foundries; 
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(j) Production of qears and speed-reducers: 

(k) Cheaical and petrocheai.cal equipment: 

(1) Textile equipment: 

(a) Water turbines: 

(n) Equipment for the iron and steel industry. 

In addition, a United ICi.nqdoa company carried out a pre-investment study on 
the 11a11ufacture of steaa turbines on the basis of data obtained through the 
project. 

In order to carry out the pre-investllent studies it was necessary to or
qanize worltinq qroups, which set out to conclude their tasks in short order, on 
the basis of a maxi.aua duration of nine months for the lonqer studies. In many 
cases they manaqed to complete them in three months. These studies necessitated 
surveys of more than 70 national plants, sane of which bad already been visited 
in Phase I. The info:r:mation required in this case related to the manufacture of 
specific products, so that the earlier visits were not duplicated but supple
mented. 

It is i'!llpOrtant to mention that the pre-investment studies carried out had 
the specific aia of analysinq the aarket and the economic potential for the manu
facture of equipment that had already been identified in sufficient detail to 
pendt the effective prc.:>tion of investments in particular projects. The 
studies in question were not intended to serve as a basis for definitive invest
ment decisions, since it was known - and the experience of the project later 
proved tnis - that substantial JDOdifications had to be made in carryinq out 
prc.:>tion work, because of counter-proposals by potential investors or owing to 
other factors derivinq from the prc.:>tion work itself. 

However, these studies were of substantial value since they made it possible 
to concretize investment proposals and carry on neqotiations with entrepreneurial 
qroups within a specific reference framework. 

It is important to emphasize that the pre-investment studies were carried 
out systematically, with an attempt to standardize the methodolOCJY, and covered 
the followinq aspects: 

(a) Estimation of domestic demand projected for a minimum of five years1 

(b) Analysis of the manufacturinq capacity required to satisfy the demand 
considered under (a) above; 

(c) Determination of the costs of domestic production and inputs; 

Cd) Makinq recommendations on the technoloqical capacity required either 
for new projects or for the expansion of existinq plants; 

(e) Makinq an estimate of the capital investments required for the new 
projects; 

Cf) Financial evaluation and evaluation of the direct and indirect benefits 
of the project. 

As these were pre-investment studies, they did not include propoAals for the 
locatic:.n of the new plants, since location in zones a 1tk>ide the major urbar1 
concentrations was always considered (the so-called Zone lTI of the plans in 
force since that time). 

Also, the methodoloqy took into account a 20 per cent differential on costs 
of equipment from abroad. In carryinq out the studies, more than 70 manufactur
inq ~nterprises were visited and surveyed, as has been mentioned, and also the 
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needs of the principal potential consumers were determined, especially those of 
the major conswners in the public sector. 

As was also the case in Phase I, the project workinq qroup had to overcome 
many difficulties in order to obtain reliable information that would indicate ~.he 
potential needs of the consmners, so that in some cases the data were estimates 
based on the needs of other countries and on the experience of the personnel 
participatinq in the project. 

In this phase, the project had, as special support, the services of a qroup 
of project evaluators, who worked mainly on analysinq the econaaic aspects of the 
projects. 

When the investment promotion phase was reached, as mentioned above, it WPS 
found that some of the pre-investment studies had to be modified and adapted to 
the specific needs raised by potential investors, which i.lllplied additional work; 
however, that did not invalidate the results achieved previously. 

As was established from Phase I onwards, the vast majorit'] of the studies 
did not take into account export possibilitieR but only the satisfaction of 
potential domestic demand. However, in this phase, a specifir ~Ludy by ECLAC and 
Hacional Financiera for analysis of the potential Latin American market was 
indeed suqqested. Later, it was concluded that it was more feasible to consider 
needs and possibilities for export to the United States and canada, since these 
are potentially natural markets for products to be manufactured in Mexico. 

The project personnel, toqether with the national counterpart, agreed firmly 
to base their work on the experience of many other countries which have promoted 
capital qoods industries directed towards their domestic markets and have entered 
export markets only as they have obtained greater experience in the production of 
capital qoods. This has been the qeneral experience, except in the cases of Honq 
Kong and Singapore, where industrial development has been focused on satisfying 
export markets, following a political, econoaaic and social app":oach that was very 
different from that of Mexico. 

The work in Phase II also included an industrial promotion meeting at 
Vienna, at wh~cl representatives of the Ministry of Industry and Trade, Nacional 
Financ.,;,era S.A. and UNIDO met potential investors from various European coun
tries. 

At c:hat meeting, 36 manufacturing enterprises in Europe showed interest and 
analysed the investment profiles prepared by the project team. On the basis of 
the explanations given by the Mexican representatives, the following concrete 
proposals were made by the manufacturers: 

In the case of high-voltage switches, three enterprises {from the 
Federal Republic of Germany, France and Switzerland) made offers~ 

Four enterprises from France, the Federal Repui>lic of Germany, Swit:c~
land and Italy showed an interest in manufacturing different types of 
machine-tools in Mexico; 

An enterprise from the Federal Republic of Germany presented a letter 
of intent for the production of high-pressure boilers for thermal 
electric power plants; 

A Czechoslovak enterprise expressed its interest in expanding its 
installations in Mexico; 

There was a pr.oposal for a joint investment project by a u.1ited Kingdom 
company and a company from the Federal Republic of Germany to manu
facture steam turbines for industrial use; 
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A United J.tinqdOlll enterprise shoved interest in the manufacture of 
electric motors and relays; 

Other European enterprises presented proposals for the manufacture of 
equipment for the cement industry, diesel enqines and industrial pumps. 

Followinq the Vienna meetinq, meetings and preliminary neqotiations were 
held in the United States of Alllerica and Mexico with various manufacturers of 
equipment from the reqion for the local production of other equipment identified 
as viable, especially for the chemical, iron and steel and pulp and paper indus
tries and for the food sEctor. 

Finally, it should be noted that investment promotion proved to be rela
tively simple in this phase, while on the other hand neqotiations for appropriate 
technoloqy and the terms for its transfer proved to be extremely complicated 
tasks, in which it was difficult to reach a conclusion. 

That was due not only to the condit.ions in which the foreiqn man•1facturers 
displayed interest but also to the requirements of the principal consumers of the 
various types of capital qoods in Mexico. For example, in the case of staam 
turbines, three offers were obtained from different suppliers with fully tested 
technoloqy of world-wide reputation; however, the principal consumer in Mexico 
insisted on a particular technoloqy, but the foreiqn manufacturer who owned the 
technoloqy showed no interest in makinq investment; in Mexico. 

Throuqhout this phase, co-operation between the UNIDO experts and the Naci
onal Financiera counterpart was very close and hiqhly positive, and few diffi
culties in carryinq out the work arose on that side. The qreatest problem that 
had to be dealt with was that the time available was inadequate to cover the 
maqnitude of the work and the multiplicity of possibilities in the field of the 
project. Accordinqly, in 1977, the Mexican Government . requested the United 
Nations Development Proqramme and UNIDO to extend Phase II, which it was decided 
would continue initially until 1979. For this stage of the project, it was 
decided to adopt a wi~er approach with the aim of expandinq the contribution of 
the project to developinq the capital goods industry in Mexico. The specific 
objectives for this expansion were as follows: 

1. To work out in detail an integrated developmerit str;.· .. '!CJY for the 
capital qoctls industry and the necessary machinery for that purpose; 

2. To desiqn the economic policy instrumer1ts required for promotinq the 
developmer.t of local production of capital qoods, such as: financinq, 
the purchasinq policy of the public sector, tariff protection, develop
ment of national enqineerinq activities, fiscal incentives and ~xport 
promotion; 

3. Continuinq to wo~;k out profiles and pre-feasibility studies in specific 
fields of capital goods production, as preliminary instruments for 
their promotion; 

4. To intensify promotion fo• the establishment of new capital qoods manu
facturing plants or the expansion or modernization of existing enter
prioes; 

5. To encourage the training of personnel at the various levels required 
by industry; 

6. To orqanizP a technical information system for the capital qoods 
sector; 

7. To develop the technological support infrastructure for the capital 
goods industry. 
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With this new approach, the project concentrated its activities on proposinq 
an entire system in order to establish an institutional framework for the deve
lopment of the capital qoods industry in Mexico. 

The first task that was carried out accordinq to this new approach was the 
preparation of study entitled: "A Strategy for Developinq the Capital Goods 
Industry in Mexico•. 

This study served as a basis for implementinq a packaqe of economic policy 
instruments intended to promote the capital qoods industry. In this study, 
recommendations were made for the first time to support the capital qoods indus
try w~th reqard to the following aspects: 

1. Financial support; 

2. Fiscal incentives; 

3. Purchases by the public sector; 

4. Tariff policy; 

5. Technoloqical support and development. 

To supple'llent this study and with the i' i.m of disseminatinq and analysinq its 
results, a hiqh-le,,el seminar was held with the participation and under the 
auspices of the Ministries for National Property and Industrial Development, 
Proqramminq and Budqet, and of Nacional Financiera_ itself, and with the collabo
ration of the CB:ADE/UNDF traininq project. With the support of the sponsors of 
the seminP-. a proqramme of traininq on capital qoods was also carried out; 49 
officials i.rom the public sector participated, who in one way or another were 
doinq work connected directly or indirectly with the development of the capital 
goods industry. 

Under another of the project activities, direct co-operation was established 
with the Mexican Petroleum Institute, which did work on an. analysis of M~dcan 
engineering capacity for the production of capital qoods, especially qoods 
required by the _petroleum and petrochemical sector, and on various profiles of 
capital goods in demand by the P6tcoleum industry. 

As c. support tool for i;1dustrial promotion, an Information Centre specializ
ing in capital goods was established by NAFIN, with the purpose of compiling, or
ganizing, processing and disseminating technical and economic information on 
capital qoods for the benefit of enterprises and agencies carrying on standar
dization and promotional activities in this field. This Centre collaborated from 
its establishment in desiqninq additional projects within a macro-economic 
reference framework as well as in seekinq to channel investments towards priority 
areas, but did not consider isolated projects whose impact on the economy as a 
whole had not been visualized earlier. 

In this phase of the project, 37 profiles were worked out for promotinq 
investment projects that would enable Mexico to manufacture the basic heavy 
equipment required by the users of capital goods in the priority sectors. The 
investment involved to carry out the principal projects was estimated at $US 800 
million at 1978 prices, and it was calculated that these projects could ge~erate 
SOIUe 24 000 new jobs and annual import substitution of the order of 18 billion 
1978 pesos. 

Thanks to the approach selected for the extension of Phase II it was po&
sible to consider professional electronics formally for the first time as an area 
of interest within the capital goods sector. Although this field does not 
generate major investment, it does generate emp~oyment and is also of very great 
importance, being one of the peak technoloqies which could give appropriate 
ir~etus to this secto= and to Mexican industry in general. 
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The proqranme of work for this extension of the project also included 
launchinq a JBOnthly publication of technical information on capital qoods which 
would be prepared on the basis of infoniation from both national and interna
tional sources on technical aspects of relevance to the subject. 

Some of these studies were published as BK>noqraphs coverinq the follovinq 
aspects of capital qoods: 

1. National supply of capital qoods; 

2. National supply in the boiler-makinq sector; 

3. National supply of castinqs; 

4. National supply of compressors; 

~. National supply of pumps; 

6. Machinery for the food industry; 

7. Professional electronics; 

8. Aqricultural machinery; 

9. The international trend in machine-tool technoloqy; 

10. Demand for capital goods in the basic petroleum and petrochemical 
industries; 

11. Demand for capital qoods in electricity qeneration and distribution; 

12. Demand for capital qoods in the iron and steel industry; 

13. Demand for capital qoods in mininq; 

14. Demand for capital qoods in the cement industry; 

15. Demand for c~pital qoods in the pulp and paper industries; 

16. Immediate proqramme of action on capital goods; 

17. Effects of the origin of engineering in the development of the capital 
goods industry in Mexico; 

18. Application of technical forecastinq to investment evaluation. 

During this period formal negotiations for various projects took concrete 
shape for the first time and were carried out in both national and foreiqn 
entel:'prises. The projects prepared under the proqranne on which negotiations 
took place were as follows: steam turbines, turbo-generators and water ~urbines. 

In March 1979, the first tripartite review meeting was held between UNDP, 
UNIDO and Nacional Financiera. This meeting served to evaluate the activities 
carried out under the project up to that date and to determine the lines of 
action for continuation of the project. 

The meeting was held at Mexico City during two weeks in March 1979; repre
sentatives of the three parties involved took part toqether with the joint 
management of the project. At the meeting, each of the activities was reviewed 
and meetings were later held with government authorities and representatives of 
industry, chambers of industry and the main consumers of capital goods for the 
purpose of ascertaining their opinion on the approach and results of the joint 
project. 

The evaluation carried out by the tripartite group also included an analysis 
of the methodology adopted in the project and a comparison of experience with 
countries at a similar stage of development as Mexico. 
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One of the conclusions of the evaluation aission vas that th<! qoverrment 
authorities considered it extremely important to continue the activities of the 
joint llAFIN/UNTOO project in subsequent years with the aim of coapletillCJ pro.>
tional activities, developinq specific i.mportar-t projects, discussinq 
infoDliltion, anJ traini119 manpower, naturally in collaboration vith the relevant 
90veriment autho:ities. For that reason, the evaluation aission insisted on the 
need to qive maxi,.. support to the project so that it would not only continue 
but also intensify its activities. The need vas also indicated to make a study 
in qreater depth or. econc:mi.c policy instruments and the possibility of adaptinq 
the strateqies outaned to the new conditions created by rapid econc:mi.c 
developmmt, which va& foreseen at the ti.9e. 

The second phase ViL'i further prolonqed until 1982, in which period all of 
the studies envisaqed were completed and intensive promotion activity vas carried 
out, leadinq to several invesblents. 
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Table 4 

PRDICIPAL ENTERPRISES SET UP FOLLONDIG THE STUDIES CARRIED OOT 
IR THE JODIT RAFIHSA/URIDO CAPITAL GOODS PROJECT 

EnteEprise Products Partners Invest- Jobs 
ment 
$US 

ail lion 

Grupo Industrial HltS, Foundry, forqillCJ RAFIR, Sideniex 350 2 000 
S.A. de C.V. and 1tobe Steel 
Established in (and other Japa-
sep. 1980 nese CCllpilllies) 

Procluctora Mexicana Larqe-diameter RAFIR, SideDleX 130 1 000 
de Taberia steel pipes for and Suaitcmo 
Established in gas and oil pipe- (Japan) 
ROY. 1980 lines, 400 ooo 

tons/year 

'Turahlex S.A. Steam turbines and HAFikl 30 412 
~ablished in generators up to 
July 1980 80 JtW, machines and 

generators for 
water and other 
turbines and other 
equii-ent 

Turbinas y Equipos Water turbines HAFIN and Sulzer 15 300 
Industriales, S.A. Wyss (Switzerland) 
de c.v. 
Established in 
July 1981 

Compania de manufactu- Heavy boiler-maicin9 NAFIN 10 400 
ras Metilicas Pesadas, 
S.A. de C.V. 
Established in 
May 1979 

ltSB Mexicana, S.A. Pumps KSB {Fed. Rep. of 5 150 
Germany), private 
investors 

Interruptores de High-voltage Siemens CFRG) 15 250 
Mtxico, S.A. (IMEX) switches 
Established in 
July 1977 
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Phase III 

fte third phase of the project ~need at the beqinninq of 1982 and was 
planned to last five years, until Decellber 1986. Its com.ence.ent coincided with 
the chanqe in the country's econoaic situation and with a chancp! in the public 
adaini.stration. That .ade it necessary to reorient the project activities, since 
the plans for qrovth had to be reconsidered and in some cases even cancelled, 
cuinq to the notable deterioration in the econcmy. 

Unlike other six-year cycles, the beqinninq of the current period coincide~ 
vith the worst balance-of-paymmts crisis in Mexican history. 

Since the beqinninq of 1983 there has been a policy of austerity in public 
spencli.nq and as a result a restriction on nev investments.;. Also, the peso under
tft!llt two larqe-scale devaluations in that year. but above all the scarcity of 
foreiqn exchanqe became acute in this period and unprecedented exchanqe control 
was established. 

fte annual qrovth rates of the Mexican econoay fell froa the level of 
between 8 and 9 per cent that had prevailed iJaecli.ately beforehand to an esti
aated 1 per cent in 1982 and zero or even neqative growth in 1983, followed by 
the onset of a sliqht recovery, which aqain disappeared in 1986, after which the 
crisis becalle intensified and reached levels si.ai.lar to those of 1982. 

In this situation, capital qoods became a more pressinq priority for the 
country since aany of the problems quoted would be solved if qreater production 
capacity were available. However, resources for investment, especially foreiCJll 
excbanqe, dwindled and even disappeared. 

All of these events had a stronq influence on the desiqn and later implemen
tation of the project. Activities related to new proqrmm1es were substantially 
reduced; however• studies and neqotiations continued on some of the investment 
projects that were considered to be of qreat importance for the country. 

Aqainst this national backqround, the principal objectives of this phase 
were outlined as follows: 

1. ~o provide data that could serve as a basis for updatinq the national 
development strateqy for capital qoods in the short and lonq term, both 
in its overall aspects and in specific sectoral aspects; 

2. To clarify crucial aspects related to the development of the industry 
and to urqent problems connected with the economic situation throuqh 
which the country was passinq; 

3. To contribute to the consolidation of projects already worked out in 
the previous phases, by means of assistance in research, development 
and Jnarketinq techniques; 

4. To collaborate in establishinq machinery for both new and current 
economic policies with reqard to the capital goods sector; 

S. To analyse the relationship with the Mexican capital goods industry of 
certain industrial sectors that are consU111ers of equipment and if 
possible to pr0110te new projects for selected equipment. 

Various activities were planned for the attainment of the objectives indi
cated, and were to be completed by the end of 1986. 

The work plan that was approved and is now being completed for this phase of 
the project was: 

1. Preparation of a document rega-.:dinq the current situation of capital 
goods in Mexico. The objective of this document is to update and 
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adapt the inforaation of the first project publication of 1977 to the 
strateqy fo~ the development of the national ~apital qoods industry. 

2. Advisory and dissemination work linked to the above activity. Con
ferences, talks, seai.nars and other publicity and analytical activities 
were planned in order to improve knovledqe and understandinq of the 
current capital qoods situation and its prospects, so that there should 
be awareness in sectors related to capital qoods of the results of the 
work carried out under the project and so as to permit feedback of 
their SUCJCJestions and additional infonaation reqardinq the Mexican and 
world capital qoods industries. 

3. A study on the boiler-.akinq industry in Mexico. This study included 
an analysis of the development achieved by the industry up to 1984, its 
current problems and prospects. The results were published in 1985 as 
a sectoral monoqraph and a nuaber of supplementary seai.nars were 
arranqed in order to disseminate the results amonq industrialists and 
chambers of industry, so as also to obtain feedback on the acceptance 
of the study by the Mexican industrial sector. 

4. A monoqraph on the professional electronics industry in Mexico. In the 
previous phase of the project, electronics was identified as a prcni.s
inq area within the capital qoods industry. 

In 1982, a first monoqraph was published on the prospects for this 
industry in Mexico. Later, this subsector was recoqnized as havinq 
priority by Racional Financiera. Accordinqly, it vas decided to pursue 
the subject in depth since the qreatest proqress and technoloqical 
chanqe is found in this industryi in addition, its products require 
low monetary invest:llent but qenerate very hiqh value added. This work 
is in preparation and will be concluded before the end of the project. 

5. A study on turbines. Initially, a study on the feasibility of produc
inq steam or qas turbines in Mexico was envisaqed in the work plan. 
Ovinq to the economic crisis, it was found that the viability of such a 
project was currently zero so that it was decided to carry out a study 
on.the situation of turbines at world level, analysinq the predominant 
types of turbines installed within the petroleum and electricity 
qeneration industries as well as the most important technoloqies in 
this field. It was considered that this study would provide more 
information on such equipment and would thus later make it possible to 
analyse the type of turbines that it was most desirable to manufacture 
in Mexico when economic conditions were favourable. 

In the course of this work it was found that it would be advisable to 
install a repair workshop for thermal turbines (steam and qas turbines) 
to meet the needs of the Federal Electricity Colllllission and Pemex, 
since they now have to send abroad for repair a larqe number of the 
turbines installed in their various plants. Thus, a specific study was 
carried out to supplement the work on turbines in qeneral, which was 
completed and is beinq promoted by Nacional Financiera amonq possible 
investors and a number of existinq workshops that already carry out 
some repairs in Mexico. 

6. A study on the capital qoods requirements of the Mexican mininq and 
metallurqical industry. Oriqinally an analysis of the possibilities of 
manufacturinq equipment required in the Mexican iron and steel industry 
was envisaqed, since that industry had major expansion plans up to 
1982. 
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Ovinq to the critical econoaic situation throuqh which tlle country was 
passinq, the develop9e11t plans of the iron and !:~-=el industry were 
considerably slashed and some of the expansion contemplated was even 
cancelled. For that reason it was decided to reorient the oriqinal 
objectives of the vorlt, and the possibility is now beinq analysed of 
manufacturinq some capital qoods for the aininq and metallurqical 
industry in qeneral, in view of the larqe quantity of equipment that .Z.s 
continuously required for the operation of various plants• some of 
which still have to be imported because there is no national manu
facture. 

This study is in hand at the moment and will be completed by the end of 
the third phase of the project. . 

7. Study on ~ipment required by the food industries. The food industry 
requires a larqe quantity of equipment, most of which falls within the 
specialized boiler-.altinq subsector and to a very larqe extent is not 
manufactured in Mexico, because specific desiqns and special -.aterials 
such as stainless steels are required. In the third phase it was 
decided to include a study on the possibilities of manufacturinq 
equipment for this sector, which is of vital importance to the country. 
However• to carry it out and in view of the limitation of financial 
resources, an attempt was made to obtain additional support from a 
country that would send experts to carry out the study. Unfortunately, 
that support did not materialize, with the result that this activity 
was recently cancelled at the tripartite meetinq held in June 1986. 

8. A study on the development of enqineerinq enterprises in Mexico. Fro• 
Phase I of the project onwards, the need to have enqineerinq enter
prises to support manufacturers of capital qoods was indicated. Mexico 
already has various enqineerinq enterprises which provide services for 
the realization of industrial projects and in some cases to support 
manufacturers of specific equipment. However, qreater development is 
required in this field, since the capital qoods industry cannot yet 
provide such services itself and thus achieve technoloqical indepen
dence; the manufacturers of equipment still depend to a qreat extent 
on desiqns purchased from abroad or provided under aqreements with 
foreiqn equipment manufacturers. 

For that reason, a study was planned that would help to ascertain the 
current situation with reqard to enqineerinq enterprises in Mexico, so 
that mechaniS1&s could be proposed for the development of such enter
prises, thus makinq it possible to consolidate the technoloqical and 
desiqn capacity of capital qoods manufacturers in Mexico. 

9. A study on economic policy. The purpose of this activity is to analyse 
all of the mechanisms and policies existinq in Mexico to support the 
manufacture of capital qoods and the development of manufacturinq 
plants in the sector. The study will be completed by the end of this 
phase of the project and will include an analysis of the situation 
reqardinq current policies in Mexico and a proposal for new mechaniS111s 
for improvinq the development of the Mexican capital qoods industry. 

10. Studies on economic policy on capital qoods in the Republic of Korea. 
As a new feature of the project, it was decided in this phase to carry 
out comparative studies reqardinq the situation of the capital qoods 
industry in other countries so as to ascertain their development and 
the experience that was accumulated when approaches different from 
those followed by Mexican industry were adopted. The specific case of 
the Republic of Korea was considered in this activity, and a monoqraph 
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on the industrial and development policy of that country vas published 
in 1985. 

11. A study on the capital qoods industry and related pro1DOtion policy in 
Brazil. The purpose of this study, like the precedinq one, vas to 
obtain information on the development of the Brazilian capital qoods 
industry that would permit a comparison vith thos~ of Eorea and Mexico 
and would yield conclusions and data on the basis of which recoumen
dations could be fo:ntulated for reorientinq the development policy of 
the Mexican capital qoods industry. 

12. A seminar on the capital qoods industry. To supplement the studies 
enumerated above, it vas decided to promote jointly with the Ministry 
of Coanerce and Industrial Development and the Chambers of Industry in 
the branch a hiqh-level forum t:Jn the capital qoods industry for the 
purpose of analysinq experience obtained in specific manufacturinq 
branches and in various countries. 

Since the project has not the necessary funds to arranqe this forum, 
UNIDO has been requested, throuqh the Ministry of COlllllerce and Indus
trial Development, to qive special assistance for carryinq it out. 
Action is in hand for that purpose and it is hoped to arranqe the forua 
before the end of this phase of th-:. project or at the beqinninq of 
1987. 

13. Supplementary support activities for the project, such as the orqani
zation of a project formulation and evaluation seminar, which was 
carried out within Hacional Financiera with the participation of 20 
analysts from the institution. This course was qiven by international 
UNIDO experts, who trained the counterpart personnel in these activi
ties, usinq computerized systems developed by the UNIDO Feasibility 
Studies Section, Vienna. 

Within these various activities, the possibility was also envisa9ed of 
orqanizinq a seminar on the development of industrial ports, takinq as 
a model the development of the Mexican Port of Lazaro Cardenas, which 
has plants manufacturinq capital qoods such as those that were in
stalled as a result of work carried out in previous phases of this 
project. 
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URIDO's principal contribution to the implementation of the project from its 
coamencement in 1971 has been to arra:&ge for the participation of experts in the 
various areas of capital qoods. Thus, the joint project has had the collalio
ration of a total of 70 international experts. 

Nacional Financiera has assiqned a total of 95 professional staff and 25 
support staff since the beqinninq of the project to assist and supplewient the 
above staff and in many cases to receive traininq and acquire knowledqe in the 
capital qoods branch. 

At all staqes of the project, the UNIDO team of experts and the counterpart 
personnel were orqanized under the direction of joint manaqers, one from NAFIN 
and one frOlll UNIDO, who manaqed and supervised all of the activities in a co
ordinated manner. 

In Phase IA, the team consisted of five UNIDO experts and three Nacional 
Financiera experts. The UNIDO expert staff consisted of: 

One specialist on technical and manufacturinq aspects, who also acted 
as co-ordinator of the vorkinq qroup; 

One expert on industrial enqineerinq; 

One expert on industrial policy; 

Two experts on marketinq techniques, imports and exports. 

Initially, the NAFIN staff consisted of two economists, one of whom acted as 
co-ordinator, and one mechanical enqineer. 

As can be seen, the project team was small in Phase IA, consistinq of only 
eiqht persons. As was indicated in the section that describes the work of this 
phase, the reason was that preliminary activities were undertaken first in order 
to identify what capital qoods were desirable for the development of the country. 
Consequently, the qroup was not larqe to beqin with and increased in size pro
qressively whenever a broader picture of the capital qoods sector emerqed and it 
was seen what subsectors and products could be of interest both to National 
Financiera and to the country as a whole. 

In Phase IB the UNIDO Group of Experts consisted of five persons: 

The team leader, who was an expert on industrial policy; 

One market analyst; 

One industrial enqineer specializing in processing equipment; 

One industrial engineer specializing in machine-tools; 

One electrical engineer specializing in electrical equipment. 

The Nacional Financiera team increased in the second part of Phase I and 
consisted of two high-level staff who worked part-time, and five persons workinq 
full-time. The part-time staff were economists and the full-time staff comprised 
four professional economists and one engineer. 

As ha.s been indicated earlier, the results of Phase I laid the basis for 
expanding the Phase II objectives; although the UNDP programmes were postponed 
and in some cases cancelled between the end of Phase I and the actual beginninq 
of Phase II, a strong boost was qiven to the project at the beginninq of the 
latter phase, and several experts collaborated in the work, some full-time and 
others for short peciods, as was required in each of the activities. 
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Between 1974 and 1976, 16 UNIDO experts took part in the project, collabo-
ratinq in the follovinq special fields: 

One project manaqer and adviser on ecollOllli.c policy; 

One planninq specialist; 

Two project evaluation specialists; 

One.expert on diesel enqines; 

One expert on machine-tools; 

One expert on pumps and compressors; 

One expert on castinqs; 

One expert on qears and forqinqs; 

One expert on steaa qenerators; 

One expert on electrical insulators; 

One expert on electrical equipment such as transformers, switches, 
electric motors and qenerators; 

One expert on market analysis; 

One expert on chemical equipment; 

One expert on iron and steel industry equipment; 

One expert on water turbines. 

On the Nacional Financiera side, a total of 18 persons took part in the 
project, 4 workinq part-time and 14 full-time. 

It should be pointed out that the part-time s~aff included very hiqh-level 
members of the institution, includinq the Deputy Director and the General Manaqer 
of the enterprise in office at the time. 

The specialities of the staff collaboratinq in this phase, on the Nacional 
Financiera side, were as follows: 

Seven economist:s, two of whom were the manaqement staff mentioned, 
workinq part-time; 

Three economists workinq full-time, al thouqh for short periods, who 
were also assiqned to other work within the institution; 

One chemical enqineer; 

Three electrical enqineers; 

Five mechanical enqineers; 

One petroleum enqineer, assiqned by Petr6leos Mexicanos to collaborate 
on work related to capital qoods of interest to his enterprise. 

As from 1977, promotion activities and the development of specific projects 
were intensified for various selected types of capital qoods. Nacional Finan
ciera increased the number of its staff, assiqninq to the project 12 full-time 
economists and 20 enqineers in various specialities; 2 enqineers were assiqned 
by SICARTSA to collaborate in the project as well. Also, a stronq administrative 
support qroup wac incorporated, and some non-professional employees worked on 
tasks related to information systems and various surveys carried out for the 
project. 

In the continuation of Phase II, the project had the services of a joint 
project manaqer, who was later transferred to another section of UNIDO, beinq 
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replaced by one of the experts, who assumed the joint manaqership until the end 
of this phase. The specialities of the experts who collaborated in ~he period in 
question were as follows: 

Three experts on heavy mechanical equipment; 

One expert on machine-tools; 

One expert on professional electronics; 

Eleven experts on economic policy instruments; 

One expert on transport equipment; 

One expert on mininq equipment; 

One expert on equipment for 't:he food industry. 

F'r the first time within the project, the services of so-called •associate 
experts• were used in this phase. They were provided by Governments of European 
countries and it was their function to work as assistants, since they had not yet 
sufficient experience to collaborate as experts in any specific field. The 
advantaqe of these experts is that they are assiqned to the project free of any 
charqe whatsoever, their expenses beinq covered throuqh fellowships by the 
Governments of their countries of oriqin. 

Finally it should be mentioned that in this phase, the project had the 
collaboration of: 

One expert on small- and ~dium-sized industry; 

One expert on the petrochemical industry; 

One expert on equipment for the ferrous and non-ferrous metallurqical 
industry. 

In this phase, Nacional Financiera assiqned a total of 22 professionals, 4 
of whom were economists, includinq the joint manaqer, who worked part-time, 17 
enqineers in various specialities, and one lawyer. The latter's work on aspects 
of a leqal nature was of the qreatest value in various projects. The project 
also had a stronq administrative support group and S secretaries for typinq, 
filinq and other office duties. 

Nacional Financiera also assiqned part-time support staff frOID other areas 
of the enterprise, consistinq of a technical and information support unit, an 
economic research unit on industry projections and balance-of-payments questions, 
the Food Industry Section, the Chemical and Petrochemical Industry Section and 
the Special Projects Section. 

As was mentioned in the description of the activities carried out in each 
phase, the Information Centre on Capital Goods was set up in 1977 end was staffed 
by an economist, an enqineer, a specialist in library tcience, two assistant 
analysts, secretariat support staff and messenqers. 

At the express request of the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, the 
project qroup participated in work related to the industrial development of the 
frontier zones of the country, and a team consistinq of three part-time staff and 
eiqht full-time staff was assiqned for that purpose. This team was made up of 
four enqineers, three economists, one of whom acted as team co-ordinator, and a 
law qraduate. The team also had two administrative support staff. 

The Federal Electricity Commission for its part assiqned a team consistinq 
of five enqineers, who worked part-time on a specific project of interest to that 
institution. 
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In the third phase of the project, corr-.·· -ndinq to the period from .ianuary 
1983 to the end of 1986, UNIDO assiqned the followinq staff, by speciality: 

One project manaqer, who was an expert on electro-mechanical enqineer
inq and worked on the project up to October 1984; 

One project manaqer, from April 1985, who was an expert on project 
development and electro-mechanical enqineerinq; 

Four international experts, whose specialities were the econ<mli.c policy 
of the Republic of l(orea, electronics, machinery for the mininq and 
metallurqical industry, and electrical equipment • . 

In this phase of the project the procedure adopted was to enlist t'he partici-
pation of a number of national experts, on the one hand makinq possible substan
ti~l savinqs, since resources were limited in this final phase, and on the other 
hand usinq the experience obtained by national professionals over the years in 
the capital qoods sector. The national experts who have collaborated in the 
project to date are: 

The national project manaqer; 

One expert on turbines; 

One expert on mechanical enqineerinq; 

One expert on planninq and electronic equipment; 

One expert on statistics; 

One expert on mininq and iron and steel equipment; 

One expert on the electronics industry; 

One expert on the metal-mechanical industry. 

In this latter phase of the project, maximum use was made of associate 
experts, who, as has been pointed out:, are provi1ed by Governments of European 
countries without any charqe to the project itself. Under this procedure, three 
experts were provided by t:he Italian Government:. Their specialities were: 

Mechanical enqineerinq; 

Economics; and 

Electronic enqineerinq. 

A Netherlands economics expert also participated, and later the project will 
have the services of three experts from the Federal Republic of Germany, speci
alizing in information and computerization, economics and mechanical engineering. 

In this last st:aqe, Nacional Financiera reorganized its participation in t:he 
joint: project: activities and created a specific unit for permanent collaboration 
with the UNIDO experts, without taking staff from other areas of the enterprise. 
owing to the economic situation and prevalent restrictions in the country, this 
unit consists of only four economists and four administrative support staff. 
However, at various sta9es of the work, interdepartmental groups have been fo~d 
and have collaborated part-time on specific project tasks. As many as 20 persons 
have participated in this work, grouped in units of four or five professionals 
for specific tasks, such as studies on the possibility of manufacturing food
packaging machinery or analysing the feasibility of manufacturing integrated 
circuits and semiconductors. 

With regard to the UNIDO team that participated throughout the project, it 
is important to mention the origin of the experts, which shows that an attempt 
was made to obtain appropriate experts irrespective of their nationality. The 70 
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experts who participated from the beqinninq of this project came frc. the follov
inq countries: 

Arqentina; 

Austria; 

Belqiua; 

Bolivia; 

Chile; 

Colombia; 

Czechoslovakia; 

Egypt; 

Federal Republic of Germany; 

France; 

Hunqary; 

Israel; 

Italy; 

India; 

Mexico; 

Netherlands; 

Peru; 

Poland; 

Republic of !Corea; 

Sweden; 

United Kinqdom; 

United States of America; 

Uruquay. 

The countries that assiqned the larqest numbers of experts were: 

Mexico, with nine (considerinq that in the last phase it was decided to 
use the maximum number of national experts); 

Chile, with seven; 

United Kinqdom, with eiqht; 

Federal Republic of Germany, with seven. 

As far as associate experts are concerned, the countries that made the 
qreatest contributions were: 

Federal Republic ~f Germany, with four; 

Italy, with three; 

The Netherlands, with two. 

Finally, it is important to mention that at some staqes the project also had 
the collaboration of staff from other institutions, such as the National Council 
for Science and Technol~CJY, some of the subsidiaries of Nacional Financiera, the 
Ministries of Industry and Commerce, Commerce and Industrial Development, 
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National Property and Industrial Development, Energy, Mines and Quasi
qovernaental Industry, as well as technicians from the Federal Electricity 
COlllllission and Pemex, as mentioned above. 

Thus, the Joint Capital Goods Project enjoyed the dirEct participation of 
more than 250 persons during the three phases into which it was divided: its 
scope transcended that of formal counterpart activity and it had an impact on, 
and the collaboration of, other institutions for the benefit of the country. 
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FINAttCIAL RESOURCES 

In its first phase, the joint project received a UNDP contribution of 
$US 1 003 964, wt.ich was disbu-r:sed as follows: 

$US 

1972 21 599 
1973 65 158 
1974 202 963 
1975 242 265 
1976 133 260 
1977 337 279 
1978 1 440 

The appropriation for the last year was an unspent balance that was actually 
used in the second phase. 

In the first phase, the contribution by the Mexican Government through 
Nacional Financiera was 4 500 000 pesos~ this was a contribution in kind to cover 
the office expenditure of t'be staff assigned by NAFIN to the project, other 
expenditure on furniture and equipment and also some travel within the coW'try. 

In the second phase, UNDP allotted a sum of $US 2 020 000 for the implemen
tation of the project, and the Nacional Financiera contribution was 77 600 000 
pesos, which served to defray the staff and administrative costs of the project 
(contribution in kind). 

However, in a review carried out at the beginning of the project in 1977, 
the UNDP contribution was reduced by $US 94 750, cutting the contribution of the 
United Nations system to $US 1 925 250. 

With the introduction of new policies in the United Nations system, a cost
sharing contribution was requested from the national counterpart and was fixed at 
$US 60 000, to supplement the total project budget. 

This contribution was requested in conformity with the guidelines specified 
in the UNDP Policie£ and Procedures Manual regarding contributions to projects by 
national Governments (sections 4410-4430) ; based on resolution 1240 of the 
thirteenth session of the General Assembly and the Standard Basic Agreements with 
Governments participating in the system. This type of participation was estab
lished as a contribution by the countries receiving United Nations services and 
as a commitment payable in the convertible currency costs component. However, 
the contribution should not exceed 30 per cent of the total cost of the project; 
therefore, the first contribution of Nacional Financiera was fixed at the amount 
dmentioned above. 

Under the third phase of the project, a budget of approximately $US 1 
million was requested and was authorized initially. However, owing to the 
rinanc:ial problems experienced by UNDP from 1982, there had to be a general cut 
of up to some 45 per cent in all projects financed by this Programme, so that the 
contribution for this project became only about $US 550 000, distributed 
initially as follows: 
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$05 

1982 160 205 
1983 82 059 
1984 89 829 
1985 42 812 
1986 184 500 

In this latter phase, Nacional Financiera budgeted for and assigned to the 
project up to 1985 a contribution in kind of 153 284 300 pesos, distributed as 
follows: 

1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 

pesos 

27 579 000 
33 200 000 
44 243 000 
48 262 300 

Also, in 1984 Nacional Financiera assigned to UNDP an additional cost
sharinq contribution of $05 60 000, which could not be paid until Auqust 1985 
owinq to the fimmcial difficulties beinq experienced by the country. It was 
decided that this contribution would be used for the 1986 budget. Therefore, the 
dollar budget of the project for that year, makinq the UNDP/UNIDO administrative 
adjustments, became $US 237 777. 

Table 5 shows the breakdown of the budgets for the three phases of the 
project and the application of the resources assigned to the project by 
UNDP/UNIDO. 

As can be seen, the largest percentaqe of the funds was used for the re
cruitment of experts, who worked during the three phases on the special tasks 
referred to in the section describinq activities. The other items. consisted 
principally of support expenses related to the activities of these experts. It 
can be seen that 86 .8 per cent of the total dollar budget for Phase I went to 
recruiting foreign experts, while only 0.8 per cent went to equipment and 0.65 
per cent to traininq activities. Although this seems to be a contradiction, it 
is not really so, since the objective of training national counterpart personnel 
was carried out intensively by the experts who came to work on the project. 

Thus, in Phase II it can be seen that 78.5 per cent of the budqet was used 
for recruitinq international experts and for the first time a small quantity, 0.2 
per cent, for recruitinq national experts. In Phase II also, sub-contractinq 
work was carried out for the first time and represented 11. 5 per cent of the 
total budqet; that amount was used for specific studies, as indicated in the 
section describinq project activities. Approximately 1 per cent of the budget 
was used for the procu~ement of various items of equipment and for the first time 
some 2 per cent was used for specific support activities; in concrete terms, 
this increased the international experts component by the inclusion of support 
personnel, principally from the Vienna Headquarters. 

In the third phase, a total of $US 612 000 was allocated to the project; 
this is the smallest sum to be made available since the beqinninq of the project 
and reflects current restrictions and the critical world economic situation. In 
any case, the budqet was optimized and at that stage also 69. 3 per cent was 
assigned for the recruitment of international experts and 21.8 per cent for 
obtaining the services of national fJXperts; ae a result, the recruitment o! 
experts also predominated in this phase, with 81.l per cent of the budget. 
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Traini.nq absorbed 2. 2 per cent of the resources and sub-cont:ra.cts 3. 3 per cent. 
'l'he amount used for equipment: was 1.9 per cent of the total budqet:. 

To sua up, it can be noted that out: of a total of $US 3 493 063.70 contribu
ted to the project by ONDP since the beqinnin9 of Phase I, more than 80 per cent: 
was used throughout the period for recruit:in9 experts and for purchasin9 equip
ment; althou9h the latter did not represent a significant percent:aqe by value, 
it: vas indeed of great benefit to the project, comprisin9 various types of off iCP. 
equipment such as calculators, photocopiers and dictaphones, · as well as two 
auta.>biles. All of these purchases were highly beneficial to the project. 
Finally it is i.aportant to indicate that in this last: phase the project also 
purchased a mi.crocoaputu for various data-processin9 tasks. 'l'he equipment 
purchased in previous phases had already been passed on to the counterpart and 
the microcomputer will be handed over at the end of the project in December 1986. 
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Table 5 

BREAICDOlftl OF BtJDGErARY UTILIZATIOll OF UMDP COllTRIBUTIOHS TO T9E 
JOIH'r NAFIR /URIDO CAPITAL GOOOS PROJECT 

Phase I Phase II Phase III 

Experts 871 306.00 1 513 215.41 423 927.00 

Support 38 493.08 

Travel 5 456.00 45 025.26 30 953.00 

Mission costs 9 398.00 16 715.35 6 968.00 

Rat:ional experts 3 750.00 133 846.00 

Trai.ni.nq 6 541.00 22 817.55 13 221.00 

Sub-cont:racts 222 625.00 20 000.00 

Equipment: 8 029.00 19 679.60 11 380.00 

Miscellaneous 20 326.00 63 852.39 24 288.00 

Tot: al $US 1 003 9f.4.00 1 925· 250.00 559 405.00 

HAFIN $Mex 4 500 000.00 77 600 000.00 153 284 300.00 

Tot:als UNDP/UNIDO $US 3 493 063.70 $Mex 
RAFIH $US 60 000.00 235 384 300.00 

$US 3 553 063.70 $Mex 235 384 300.00 
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OUTPUTS 

The joint capital goods project between Nacional Financiera and the unit~ 
Nations Industrial Develop11ent Orqanization produced a number of outputs, llilllY of 
which can easily be quantified, thOUCJh in other cases it is difficult to define a 
specific value. 

In 1979 a tripartite group from the lk"xican Government, UNIDO and OHDP 
carried out a first fonwll evaluation, the principal <.-onclusions of which deserve 
attention, since they reflect the feeli.nq of the parties involved in the project 
and also the consensus that vas obtained on the Mexican side, both official and 
private, reCJardi.nq the contributions of the wodtinq group up to that ti.lie. The 
institutions consulted were Pemiex, CFE, Side:n1ex, Canacintra and a number of 
private enterprises. 

OWi.nq to the fora of interaction between Nacional Financiera and the offi
cial departments and the vay in which that body encouraqed the studies on the 
capital goods industry, it vas considered that the joint project vas a -.oclel for 
\ISe in t:he provision of technical assistance to other developinCJ countries that 
selected a siailar .et:bodology for encouraqi.nq the capital goods industry. 

Paa that tille onwards, this pattern vas pn:Jm>ted vi90rously in mtmo, and 
at present various capital goods projects already exist in Venezuela, ColClllbia, 
Bolivia, Tunisia and Alqeria, which have to a large extent been modelled on the 
Mexican project. 

A. Achi.eve11e11ts: 

The project achieve.ents can be divided into two qroups, namely: (a) those 
related to strateqic aspects of industrial development in Mexico and speci
fic executive action, and (b) projects and concrete effects in national 
industry. 

AllOnCJ the achievements in the first qroup the follovinq can be mentioned: 

1. A contribution to arousinq national awareness reqardinq the importance 
of capital qoods, which had neither been identified nor inteqrated as a 
strateqic part of Mexican economic development. The concrete contri
bution of the project in this respect comprised the establishment of 
priorities, the desiqn, implementation and adaptation of development 
strateqies for industry in the macro-economic framework, the study and 
preparation of projects within that framework, the issue of pub
lications for qeneral distribution and many sectoral studies intended 
for checkinq the constituent parts for consistency and makinq such 
adjustments as miqht be necessary from time to time. 

2. The establishlner.t of a comprehensive development strateqy for the 
capital qoods sector in Mexico. Throuqh the publication of a strateqy 
for thn sector that set proqramainq guidelines, and throuqh studies of 
demand by subsectors, includinq details of equipment (broken down into 
their principal components in many cases), analysis of the production 
capacity of national industry, promotion mechanisms and .,;.::'!'Ort poli
cies, the project contributed to the allocation of resources by the 
various qovernment aqencies and qroups of industrialists, which later 
materialized in specific projects. 

3. A workinq methodolqy has been consolidated for the establishMnt of 
such a comprehensive strateqy, althouqh the strateqy has varied with 
each qovernment administration, owinq to the different approaches 
adopted and the chanqinq economic and political situation of the 
country. This r~sult is hiqhly important, since a methodoloqy is most 
necessary for this industry because capital 9oods projects take a lonq 
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ti.me to mature and it: is a-well-known fact: that obstacles and diffi
culties are always encountered durinq that: period. The excellent: 
relationship between Hacional Financiera and other qovernment: aqencies 
played a very lllportant: part in consolidat:inq this methodoloqy and in 
achievinq qreat: capacity for i.llplement:inq capital qoods projects 
throuqhout: the 15 years covered hy the three phases of joint work vit:h 
URIDO. 

4. Thanks to the close collaboration establiShed vith Nacional Financiera 
and other inst:itut:ions both in the public and in the private sectors a 
st:rat:eqy has been desiqned that has been updated and reoriented when 
necessary follovinq chanqes in the public adaini.st:rat:ion and in the 
econoai.c; situation of the country. Therefore, the strat:eqy covers the 
development: of the capital qoods industry in both the lonq and the 
short t:ena. 

The concrete results obtained within the capital qoods industry were as 
follows: 

1. Implementation of a dozen projects overlappinCJ the periods of office of 
successive Govenment:s, and reachinq an j nvest:.ent level of more than 
$US 1 billion in their first staqes. Table 4 (paqe 25) qives an 
account of the projects in which Nacional Financiera has participated 
directly from the very beqinninq and in some of which it is still a 
partner. Other projects can also be mentioned in which Nacional 
Financiera did not participate as a shareholder but that aat:erialized 
on the basis of the joint project studies: inter alia there was the 
establishment: of Makrotec, S.A. de c.v. and Fabricaciones Metilicas 
Pesadas, S .A. , heavy boiler-makinq enterprises located in Monterrey, 
R.L. In the electrical enqineerinq field, mention can also be made of 
the establishment: of Meqat:ek, S.A. de c.v. and the expansion of Indus
trias IEM, S.A. de C.V. for- the manufacture of ORP (ultra hiqh power) 
transformers, which materialized on the basis of the research and 
studies carried out under the RAFIR/UNIDO joint project. 

2. The above-mentioned projects ~nclude the manufacture of the follovinq 
types of equipment:: 

(a) Heavy components and parts of larqe size or weiqht:, fundamentally 
for t:he construction of machinery and heavy equipment, for which 
adequate production capacity was not: available. These were in 
particular larqe forqinqs and heavy cast:inqs as well as complete 
heavy boiler-lltaJcinq parts for equipment:. This range of products 
makes possible a considerable leap forward in production capacity 
Cor nuclear, iron and st:eel, chemical, shipbuildinq and railway 
equipment:, et:c. 

(b) Turbines and larqe qenerat:ors for which there was no production 
capacity in Mexico; t:his makes possible a considerable chanqe in 
national supplies of equipment: for elect:ricit:y generation and 
petroleum production and parallel requirements of ot:her heavy 
industries. Keeping Mexico abreast of advanced technology trends 
in t:he world with reqard t:o the critically illlport:ant: and rapidly 
expandinq area of prime movers is a most: siqnificant: activJ.t:y, and 
its effects can be felt with reqard t:o bot:h t:he t:echnoloqical 
requirements of the products and the modern materials used in 
their manufacture. 

(c) Motors and enqines in larqe and ot:her sizes that were not produced 
earlier for a major qroup of user industries (railway, ship
buildinq and metallurqy, et:c.). 
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{d) Basic equipment in widespread use but of different power and si~e 
or characteristics froa previous production. Larqe flow pmaps, 
aultistaqe hiqh pressure pumps. etc. 

{e) Specialized machinery previously not available or machinery of new 
types for aqriculture, aininq and the construction and processinq 
industries. 

~. In addition to its activities related to invest:ments in new plants and 
the expansion of existinq ones. the joint project issued a number of 
publications on capital qoods which were distributed even in foreiqn 
countries and defined demand, the potential qrovth situation and 
defects to be corrected in subsectors of capital qoods and in major 
sectors requirinq such qoods. 'ftle joint project publications were as 
follows: 

1. MEXICO: Una Estrateqia para Desarrollar la Industria de Bienes de 
Capital: 

2. La Oferta Nacional de Dienes de Capital (Enqlish and Spanish 
versions): 

3. La Produccion de Compresores en Mexico: 

4. La Fundicion en Mexico: 

5. La Industria Electronica Profesional en Mexico; 

6. La Demanda de Bienes de Capital para las Industrias Petrolera y 
Petroquiaica Bisica en Mexico: 

7. La Demanda de Bienes de Capital para la Generaci6n y Distribuci6n 
de Electricidad en Mexico: 

8. La Demanda de Bienes de Capital para las Industrias de Papel y la 
Celulosa en Mexico: 

9. La Demanda de Bienes de Capital para la Mineria en Mexico: 

10. MEXICO: La Paileria en 1984: 

11. Politica Industrial y Desarrollo en Corea del Sur; 

12. MEXICO: Los Bienes de Capital en la Situacion Econemica Presente: 

13. Memoria del Seminario de Alto Rivel sobre la Industria de Bienes 
de Capital: 

14. Efectos del Oriqen de la Inqenieria en el Desarrollc de la Indus
tria de Bienes de Capital. 

4. A nwnber of studies were not published at the time since Nacional 
Financiera did not consider their distribution to be relevant. How
ever, these studies were COlllpleted under the joint project and are 
beinq held ready for publication in NAFIN, althouqh in some cases it 
would be necessary to update them because conditions, especially 
economic conditions, have chanqed since they were completed. 

5. In 1977, Nacional Financiera established an Information Centre on 
Capital Goods, which was initially intended for internal consultation 
on the subject by the staff of the institution. This Centre was set up 
at the suqqestion and with the support of the joint project workinq 
qroup and is at the 1110111ent being expanded and strengthened to serve 
both NAFIN personnel and the public and industry in qeneral. 
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B. Defects: 

1. In the lonq period froa 1971 to the present, the joint NAFIN/URIDO 
capital qoods project has also had to overcome a nuaber of difficulties 
and has ;mdoubtedly suffered fraa certain defects. Wfe have repeatedly 
mentioned the priority that was qiven to it frrna the very beqinninq 
both by Nacional Financiera, the United Nations Development ProqraBDe 
..ind the United Nations Industrial Development ~rqanization. However, 
not all of the objectives in its three phases were satisfactorily 
attained, basically ovinq to defects in the sphere of human resources, 
since in SClllle cases the experts recruited had not the technical capa
city and above all the aptitude to interpret and understand the Mexican 
industrial and political scene. Althouqh the problems that this caused 
did not decisively affect the positive results of the project, they did 
indeed obstruct the implementation of some of the activities planned. 

2. Some activities could not be completed or had to be cancelled ovinq to 
defects in co-ordination and the slowness of bureaucratic procedures, 
since not only the project manaqement but also the counterpart, the 
Mexican Gove:nunent, throuqh the Ministry of Foreiqn Affairs, as well as 
the local UHDP office, UHIDO and finally Headquarters in Vienna were 
involved in administrative decisions reqardinq the project. 

The difficulty of obtaininq rapid replies froa all those involved in 
decisions, especially administrative decisions, caused delays and for 
example in some cases the loss of experts, who took on other work if 
they were not recruited in qood ti.me, so that they were not available 
when their recruitment was authorized. 

3. The statistical information that was used from the beqinninq of the 
project was not always brouqht up to date and there is still no perma
nent follow-up system for providinq reliable data on the situation with 
reqard to the various types of capital qoods and related consumer 
sectors. 

4. From Phase I onwards, a number of measures to be introduced in industry 
were identified, with reference to quality control, production and 
manaqement systems, etc.; they were intended to improve efficiency and 
make possible the manufacture of products that would be internationally 
competitive in quality and price. The project had stronq repercus
sions, as was indicated above, in the establishment of policies, a 
strateqy, methodoloqy and qeneral approaches for the development of the 
capital qoods industry as a whole, but did not have qreat influence at 
the enterprise levei. This was not the objective of the project work, 
but, in the present economic situation, as a result of which the 
industry is passinq through a critical phase, it is becominq clear what 
approaches identified by the NAFIN/UHIDO team more than ten years aqo 
it has not been rossible to implement; consequently, in other future 
activities, it will be necessary to stress this type of solution, qoinq 
riqht down to the production level in each enterprise. 

5. Some of the projects that materialized in the phase of Mexican economic 
qrowth did not come to full maturity; some official circles even 
consider that the neqotiations, the technoloqical partner and even the 
technoloqy decided upon were not the most appropriate. That miqht 
certainly be true in some respects, althouqh it is necessary to con
sider the economic and political context at the time in which the 
projects materialized, when the crisis that later affected the country 
could not yet be visualized. Therefore, if there are defects in the 
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projects. it will not be possible to evaluate them and determine the 
viability of each project until a later date. when the plants installed 
recover or reach a level of capacity utilization that is at least close 
to that for which they were desiqned. It should also be remembered 
that the joint project qroup participated in neqotiations on and tht. 
implementation of each project in an advisory capacity and that the 
final decisions were taken by the investors. both foreiqn and national. 
private and quasi-qovernmental. 
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PROSPECTS 

The Joint NAFIN/UNIDO Capital Goods Project has reached what can be con
sidered as the final staqe of work comprising studies of capital qoods, both in 
their comprehensive aspects and with regard to the various subsectors or groups 
of equipment that make up part of the complex required by industry and the 
economy in qeneral. Since the methodology has been established and has been 
tested for the promotion and development of industrial projects, all incorporated 
in the framework of a macro-economic strategy, the project can be reqarded as 
concluded in these respects. If new joint projects are carried out between UNIDO 
and Hacional Financiera, an effort should be made to carry out concrete activ
ities in specific industries. 

As was seen in the section analysing the project outputs durinq the 15 years 
of its three phases and in the light of the present economic situation - inci
dentally the prospects are that it will probably last lonqer than would be 
desirable - it would be necessary to consolidate the results achieved with reqard 
to investments and projects within the capital qoods industry; since the policy 
of the Mexican Govermaent is to restructure the industrial sector, concrete 
activities will have to be carried out in that direction. 

Allonq the defects that emerqed in the implementation of the project it was 
mentioned that statistics vere no~ systematized in such a manner that they could 
be continuously updated; accordinqly, one of the prospects for new activities 
between NAFIN and UNIDO will also be the task of consolidatinq the information 
systems so that the studies previously carried out by the project in previous 
phases do not lose their validity. 

In the context of the policies that the Mexican Government has defined for 
the ~estructurinq and consolidation of the industrial sector, it will be neces
sary to define concretely the fields in which Mexico will wish to consolidate and 
master technoloqies for the manufacture of capital qoods; in those fields 
efforts should be focused on achievinq concrete results accordinq to these new 
quidelines and work should not be done on qeneral aspects. 

As was mentioned, many of the capital qoods enterprises display technoloqi
cal, production and management defects, as a res~lt of which they are working at 
low levels of efficiency and produce equipment that is not internationally 
competitive, either in quality or price. For that very reason, and in the 
context of the new industrial r~structuring policies, it will be necessary to 
enlist the assistance·of experts to collaborate with selected industrial plants 
and help them to consolidate their production capacity and reorient the manufac
ture of equipment towards fields that 3re defined as strategic. 

Recently, Nacional Financiera announced its interest in supporting the 
development of the professional electronics industry in Mexico and set up a 
specific unit to work on the promotion, establishment and consolidation of 
industrial plants in that subsector. This possibility opens up horizons for new 
joint activities between UNIDO and NAFIN, which could bear f:n1it in the form of 
siqnificant advances within the Mexican capital qoods industry. 

The development of a desiqn capacity in Mexico, both by specialized enter
prises and within plants manufacturing capital qoods, is another area that re
quires priority attention, since, as was seen in the retrospective account of the 
project, this is one of the major deficiencies within the industrial sector and 
especially within the capital goods industry that has made it vulnerable and 
dependent on foreiqn technoloqy and manufacturers. For this reason, Nacional 
Pinanciera, in its capacity as an industrial development bank, can make a siqni
ficant contribution to consolidating the Mexican capital qoods industry, by 
supportinq activities by which the desiqn capacity that is lackinq in Mexico 
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can be created; this design capacity can and should be developed frcm an edu
ca~ional base, that is to say, with the participation of the institutions for 
hiqher education, technoloqical development and research. 

As can be seen, there are still extremely broad prospects for joint activi
ties between Nacional Financiera and UNIDO in the capital qoods field, so that 
one can foresee a number of activities that could be carried out o,;ar a lonq 
period, if the will exists to continue collaboration between the two 1.JOdies, and 
if the necessary funds are available. 




